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Murray, Ky., Thursdai Attt-rnoon, August

Minnesota
Tornados
Kill Twelve

10* Per Copy

Bunny Bread Buys
Lot For Building

FOR

150

Viet Cong Commandos Attack
Military Hospital, Cam Ranh

Bunny Bread has purchased
a lot for the construction of a
new building in Wildwood commercial sub-division, located on
the former site of Sykes LumBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
ber Company on the New ConSAIGON (UPI) — Viet Cong
cord Road, according to Fulton commandos stripped
to the
Young, local Realtor.
waist with explosives strapped
The new building will be to their bodies invaded
a hosused as a distributing point for pital compound today and
blew
Bunny Bread.
up nine wards filled with
The sub-division is owned by wounded Gil in the
Vietnam
Jackie Burkeen, local building War's first attack on the
U.S
contractor.
base at Ca
Cam Ranh Bay.
Two American soldiers were

REA Loan Is
Granted To
Phone Co-op

Committee Will
Hold Meet Tonight

Horse Show
Is Planned

Datsun Firm Holds
Grand Opening For
Three Day Period

011ie C. Hall Announces
Nominations, Committees

Asbury Cemetery To
Meet On Saturday

Murray State University
Commencement Planned

Foundation Names
Billy J. Puckett

45'

Vol. LXXXX No. 186

Awards Dinner For
Swim Team Planned Laura Parker And
Saundra Edwards
Are Oaks Medalists

1
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killed and 57 were wounded in
the attack on the base, 190
By LOTTE SEIDLER
miles northeast of Saigon. It
orTING, Minn. (UPI) — Torhad been considered so safe
pedoes swooped out cf a twifrom attack that former Presilight sky in Minnesota's lake
dent Lyndon B. Johnson visitReading in the Fulton paper
Country Wednesday night, cated it twice.
where the third man in the
ching vacationers on beaches,
U.S. spokesmen said perhaps
Old Testament who did not die
hi boats and in flimsy resort
as many as 20 Viet Cong siwas Melchisedec. This gentleCabins. At least 12 persons died
lently cut through barbed wire
man is mentioned in the sevand scores were hurt.
surrounding the compound of
enth chapter of Hebrews, also
Buildings
were flattened,
the 6th Evacuation Hospital and
the 14th chapter of Genesis,
trees uprooted, gasoline pumps
threw explosive charges for 30
andoagain in one of the Psalms.
wrenched from their concrete
minutes before withdrawing.
"foundations and utility poles
Other Viet Cong stood on sand
toppled. Communications were
dunes overlooking the hospital
The Bible says of Melchisedec
so badly snarled that the full
and fired machineguns to cover
"Without father, without moThe Calloway County Coun•
extent of the disaster could not try Club
A trophy for outstanding maintenance and general
them.
ther descent, having neither
Swim Team will hold
appearance was presented to the
be determined 12 hours later. its
The explosions set off fires
Laura
Parker
beginning of days, no end of Ken-Lak• Park Hotel yesterday. The trophy was awarded for the
Saundra
and
Awards
Dinner
on Monday,
month of July. Left to
So many fallen trees blocked August
right are Volney Brian, Supervisor, Western Area
life."
11, at 5:30 p.m. at the Edwards were the co-medalists that lit up the pre-dawn sky at
Division of Construction Maintenance,
roads and highways rescuers lit- club
Department of Parks; James L. Pell*, Superin tendent
for the regular ladies day golf the huge base, which overlooks
house.
of Kon-Lske State Park; Aubrey Wood.
era:ly had to cut their way
We don't know how Melchisedec Mt maintenance foreman of Ken-Lak• State Park and
A
potluck
dinner
will b e held at the Oaks Country Club the South China Sea. The blasts
Robert E. Penrod, Director of the
through with chain saws and served
destroyed nine of the 30 oneDivision of Construction and Maintenance of the
and the drinks will be on Wednesday.
Kentucky Department of Parks.
plow their way through with
Winner of the first flight was story wards which housed 732
(Continued on Page Seven)
furnished
.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
bulldozers to reach the injured
All parents and interested Janice Stubblefield with Sue patients. Two of four bachelor
and trapped.
officer quarters also were depersons are urged to attend as MeD3ugal as runnerup.
At least 10 tornadoes touched an
Mary Alice Smith was the stroyed.
important sleeting will be
down, two in the Outing area, held
The hospital is "marked with
second flight winner and Masa
following the dinner.
150 miles north of Minneapolis; It
the standard Red Cross insigwas announced that troph- Read was the runner-up.
one each near Motely, Pine Riv- ies will
Third light
wp Pot
, nia" and lighted at night, milibe awarded for each
er, Emily and Backus, all in age group.
A Citizens Advisory Commiterly gpann and the runnerup tary spokesmen said. The hosCass County; and one each at
tee composed of a cross section
pital handles mainly cases of
was Jerri Andersen.
of the community has been
Lassiter and McKinney Dat- Britt, Foodwood and Buhl, all
The winner for the fourth wounded men, malaria and hepONE CITED
named by Mayor Holmes Ellis
sun, Inc. is holding their grand In St Louis County, and Lake
flight was Betty Powell and El- atitis.
A WKHA Horse Show will be
to evaluate city programs, reOne of the Viet Cong threw
6opening today, Friday and Sat- Bemidji in Beltrami County.
lie Keen was the runner-up.
view city finances and to stu- held Saturday, August 9, be- urday at their location at 810
Low putts went to Saundra a bag containing explosives at
ginning
at five p.m. at the Sycamore
Came From Farms
dy courses of additional reOne,-person was cited for Edwards and most putts went a trailer occupied by Red Cross
Street.
Wranglers Riding Club located
Six of the injured came from reckless driving
nurses. It failed to go off.
Congressman Frank A. Stub- venue for the city.
The firm is the authorized
by the Murray to Ellie Keen.
This committee will meet to- two miles off Highway 94 East franchise holder for the full 11 farms devastated by a tor- Police Department on -Nc%Inesblefield announced today that
All the killed and wounded
Sheila Grogan was the golf
of
Murray.
were patients at the hospital,
the Western Kentucky Rural night at 7:30 o'clock at the
day.
line of Datsun automobiles and
hostess.
Continued
on
Page
Seven
Five trophies will be given
Telephone Cooperative Corpor- City Hall.
military spokesmen said.
trucks.
for each class which are as folation, headquartered in MayEarlier the military had said
A
new
showroo
was
m
comlows:
field, will receive a federal
99 men were wounded but hospleted yesterday and the enPonies 49 to 56 inches, ponIvan of more than $1.6 million
pital officials said the total had
ies 48 inches and under, West- tire parking area has been pavto extend its services in Westincluded those with "only scrated.
ern Rack, Five Gaited Pleaern Kentucky and northwestches."
During the three day grand
Vatted Pro.. latersistioaal
sure, Pony Lead Line, Fox Trot,
All persons interested in the
ern Tennessee.
The guerrillas fired 15 82mm
opening of the firm, visitors
English Rack, Western Pleaupkeep of Asbury Cemetery are mortar rounds
Under the terms of the loan,
may register for a color televisinto the comsure, Country Western Pleareminded to come to the ceme- mand post of a
approved by the Rural ElectFair to partly cloudy today
ion set. Also five full length
U.S. Army Ensure,
Pole Bending, Harrell
ASC community committees ervision amounted to $1,037,- tery on Saturday, August 9.
rification Administration, the through Friday. A few thundergineers unit six miles north of
door mirrors will be given sway
Preaching will be held at 11 Cam Ranh Bay
should always be the farmers 696. Of this amount, $220,347
co-op will use the loan to pro- showers tonight and Friday Races, Flag Races, and Speed to the ladies.
a few minutes
a.m. followed by a basket lunch before the
who
can
best
represent
vide service to 1,125 new sub- most numerous north portions. Race.
their
was
fpr
price
support
loans
aimGifts
hospital attack.
and
refreshm
ents will
The
Donation
entry
s for the upkeep of the Eight U.S. soldiers
fee is $1.00 per
scribers in Calloway, Graves, Highs today in the 80s to low
be given during the three day neighbors, according to 011ie ed at increasing market returns
were wound.
C. Hall, Chairman, Agricultur- above what farmers would re- cemetery will be accepted at
Carlisle, Hickman, Marshall and 90s. Lows tonight in the 60s. class and the gate admission is event.
$1.00
per
car
that
time.
load.
al
Stabilizat
ion
(Continu
and Conservat- ceive on an unsupported mared on Page Seven)
cCracken counties in KeaThe firm is owned by James
Hamburger
plates
ion County Committee. Slates ket. Included in the price supwith "Jiggs" Lassiter and Dan
y and two counties in TenLAKE DATA
McFrench
fries, slaw, and tomatoes
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 356.9,
that are served by the
Kinney. Lassiter has been in Of nominees for membegship port program in Calloway
cooperative.
stationary; below dam 301 4, will be on sale at the concess- the automobile business here on ASC community committees County was soybeans.
ion stand.
soon will be established at the
Stubblefield also said "the down 0.2, no gates open
Last year, also, 16,886 acres
for about twenty years and Mcpurpose of the leen is to conKinney formerly worked with ASCS county office. The com- of farmland were improved unstruct additions to the central
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 356.8,
Lassiter about six and one-half munity committee elections will der the Agricultural Conservaoffice buildings in the Kirksey, stationary; below dam 302.5,
years. McKinney is general be held the third week in Sep- tion Program cost-sharing artember.
Lynnville, Lynn Grove, Cunn- down 0.3.
rangement. The total investmanager of the firm.
"The committee system is the ment in conservation was about
ingham, Hardin, and Lowes etThe two business men also
backbone of the farm pro- $92,156 with about half coming
changes."
Sunset 7:59; sunrise, 6:06.
Billy J. Puckett, 37, since operate Lassiter and McKinney
A total of 487 candidates for Kirksey; Hew Ranley Cooper,
grams,"
the Chairman declared. from the participating farmer
The loan will also make posMoon rose 12:05 a.m.
1966 superintendent of Crit- Glass Company located in the
graduation will participate in Carol Elaine Cracraft, Linda A.
"Its
responsibi
lities
include
sible:
the
and the balance from ACP.
tenden County Schools, has same building and Lassiter and
commencement exercises at
Construction of 155 miles of
The Chairman pointed o t Murray State University Friday, Edmonds, Larry Allen England,
been named secretary and trea- McKinney Gulf Station, located conservation of natural reLarry James Garland, James
sources
on farms, the stabili- that lists of eligible voters in
new lines and replacement of
surer of the Murray State Uni- directly across Sycamore Street.
August 8.
Coleman Hart, Janice Wilkinzation
of
agricultu
ral
commoexisting cables;
CORRECTION
each
communit
y are available
versity Foundation.
The three firms employ twelve
dities, and price-support activ- in the ASCS county office. He Dr. William G. Nash, vice pre- son Heck, Billy Joe Hodge,
Replacement of toll facilitHe succeeds Vance Ramage, persons.
ities
which
protect and improve explained that any local resi- sident for academic affairs, Joseph Friend Keeslar, Bobbie
The 1966 Bel Air Chevy list- who is leaving August 14
ies at the Cottage Grove and
The glass company handles
to befarm income. We need the best dent who is eligible to- take said candidates from both the Jean Marine, Paul James MatPuryear, Tennessee exchanges ed at $2,075 in the Dwain Tay- gin doctoral study in educat- all types of glass.
regular summer session a n d thai
lor Chevrolet ad yesterday ional administration
and;
Mr. McKinney said that the possible cross-section of farm- part in any ASCS farm program the
at the Unithere-week
inter-session
Carol Elizabeth Mazak, Thoers
to
insure
effective adminis- may vote in the community
Installation of direct distance should have been a 1968 Chevy versity of Kentucky.
Ramage Datsun firm handles complete tration
August 11-29 will be included mas C. McCuiston, Janet Louise
of
the
various
Bel Air at $2,075.
dialing in all exchanges.
meaonnimitte
e
_elections
,
and he in graduation ceremonies.___ Nance,
was named to the post in
parts and service for the autoMurray; Kenny Lee Oliv_sures"
office as a committeetember, 1967.
blies.
Exact - size of the graduating er, Hazel; William A. Parker, _a
In
Calloway
County, Mr, Hall man regardless of sex, race,
A graduate of Mayfield High
The general public is mita
class will be determined when Jeanna Paschall, August James
School, Puckett received a ba- to attend the three day grand explained, 1503 farmers took color, religion, or national ori- university officials have com- Pisa,
Murray; John Rodney
part
last
year
in
one
or
more
gin.
Further information re- pleted a check of all candidat
chelor's degree at Murray State opening event and to register
es Scott, Lynn Grove; Richard Ray
In 1954 and a master's degree for the color television set and programs administered by the garding qualifications 'ot com- to certify that requirements for Smith,
James David Thurmond,
In education from Wayne State the door mirrors for the ladies. ASC committees. Funds disburs- mitteemen is available at the degrees have been met.
Patricia Louise Thurmond, Vi-under
ed
the
Committe
es'
supASCS
county
office.
University in Detroit in 1959.
Summer term candidates for vianna Venable, Lillie Diana
Farmers who are eligible to graduation include
He was the youngest member
250 for Willoughby, Charles Raymond
vote in the community commit- bachelor's degrees and
of a graduation class of 1,515
166 for Wright, and Beverly Sue Young,
elections
tee
also
have the right master's degrees, while the in- all of
at Wayne State to receive a
Murray.
to nominate by petition candi- ter-session candidates include
By Kay Beasley
56
the other. I stoppea on com- master's degree in administradates
for
My typewriter had begun to mands
committe
e
tion
memberand
supervision. He has
for bachelor's degrees and 15
and Ru kept on going.
ship. A candidate can be any for master's degrees.
think I had died! But I am back I barked
"SIT" and Ru bark since completed 42 hours of
farmer who is eligible and who
to the grind after an absence ed
John Ed Pearce, associate
disapproval. I came home study beyond the master's dehas indicated that he is will- editorial writer
during which my husband re- to nurse
for the Louismy wounds and cry. gree at Wayne State and the
ing to serve. Such petitions, ville Courier-Journal,
turned from Paris, France (and My
will dearm was wrenched out of University of Indiana.
Several
persons
each
were
one
other points) and Ru, my 100- socket
nominating one farm- liver the commencement
charg- for hire, fined $50.00 costs $4.Prior to being named Crittaddat the shoulder and my
ed,
entered
pleas
of guilty, and 50.
er and signed by six or more ress at 3 p.m. in the
pound Weimaraner, and I comuniversity
pride of doggie-ownership had enden County superintendent, fined in the City
Court
eligible
of
pleted the first 10-week session
voters,
City
may
Mansfield
be
Wade,
filed at auditorium.
no KYU
slipped to quiet hummiliation. Puckett was principal of the Judge William H.
(Jake) Dunn
of our dog-obedience class in
The summer school term at
But I kept on going back like Tolu Elementary School f o r during the past week.
(Continued on Page Seven)
Mrs. Bessie Cole of 902 Story
(Continu
Pao.
on
ed
Seven)
Paris, Tennessee. Since I can
Records
Murray State recorded another Avenue, Murray, was claimed
the idiot I was beginning to three years and an instruction- show the following
hardly give impressions of Paroccurred
:
al
superviso
r, both in the same
record enrollment with 3,209 by death Wednesday at eleven
think I had raised from puppyK. B. Downey, reckless drivis, France, not having been
system, for three years.
students. The previous all-time p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
hood.
ing,
fined
$20
00
costs
there, I will limit myself to do$4.50.
He also taught night classes
high was an enrollment of 2,- County Hospital.
J. L. Kalberer, disregarding
ings in Paris, Tennessee.
The third week of class at Paducah Community College stop
803
in 1968.
The deceased was 77 years
sign, fined $10.00 costs
Happenings in the lesser something happened! When
kmong those candidates list- of age and her death was due
I during the 1963-64 school year. $440.
Paris may not, at first, sound called "Heel," my lumberin
The foster son of Mr. and
ed are 29 from Calloway Coun- to complications following an
gRobert Sergent, driving while
very interesting, but they were, ox fell in beside me. When
ty. They are:
I Mrs. 011ie Puckett, Star Route, Intoxicated, fined
extended illness. She was a
$100.00 costs
in the end, rewarding. After stopped, he kept on going
Twila Ann Adams, Farming- member of the Grace Baptist
(to Mayfield, Puckett is married to $4,90. no operator's
reading in THE LEDGER & the end of the leash)
license,
finton; Leslie Jerome Brandon, Church.
but he the former Sylvia Jean Char- ed $20.00 costs
Two of Murray State Univer- of service — Wrather to educa$4.50, for a toTLMES that a dog-training class DID heel again on command of Marion, and they
Murray; Carol Ann Chester,
.
have two tal of $129.00.
Mrs. Cole was born May
tion
arid
Murray
to
State
and
distingui
sity's most
shed alumwas beginning in Paris, I in- Maybe this was called progress, children: Gerry, 13,
and Brett,
Waterfiel
1892, in Tennessee and her pard as a public figure
ni — M. 0. Wrather and Harry
vestigated and "signed up". I thought.
5.
Randall Mmraw, no Ken- Lee Waterfield — will be a- in government.
ents were Charlie Cole a n
Actually, we were having a bit
Mit. Puckett also is a grad- tucky authority
Wrather, who joined the uniRoxie Underwood Cole.
for operating warded honorary doctorate deThe fourth week the magi- uate of
trouble controlling 400
Murray State, having
Survivors include two daughgrees
greess Frid
at commencement exer- versity staff in 1938, has spent
inds of dogs at the time. cal process continued. "Heel," received a bachelor'
s degree it
almost
half
ters,
Mrs. Claude Vaughn, 905
his
life
on
the
and
forward
we went.• Stops be- art in 1954. They
ring Wayne's absence this
are making
cisesTo become only the fourth campus, serving in a variety of The Women's Society of Pogue Avenue, Murray, a n d
summer it was somewhat con- gan to become smoother. We their home ;It 1524
Kirkwood in
and fifth recipients of honor- capacities, including three per- Christian Service of the Good Mrs. Taz Thornton of New Consoling to know that my built- worked on the "Sit" With sur- Murray.
Shepherd
United
Methodist cord; two sisters, Mrs. Jessie
ary degrees in Murray State's iods as acting president.
in burglar alarm was guarding prising results and then we laid
His administrative contribut- Church will have a hamburger Gowin of St. Louis, Mo., and
46-year history, both men will
day and night; at other times, down. Or at least, the dogs laid
Revival services will begir. at be presented doctor of laws d2- ions include the creation and supper on Saturday, August 9. Mrs. Estelle Paschall of Coldhowever, four overgrown "grey down. I was exhausted enough
Baptist g
Scotts
the
Grove
Supper will be served at sev- water; two brothers, Wayne
verere
sisty
inaticdeirteomo
ri unmies in the uni- development of several proghosts" presented assorted de- to follow suit, but I thought it
Church,
miles
two
of
north
grams — public relations, place- en p.m. kveryone is invited to Cole of St. Louis, Mo., and Rob
might
not be proper. Then we
grees of bedlam. The answer
Murray or 341 highway, SunCole of Murray; five grandchilWrather, now executive vice ment, alumni affairs, school reg attend.
to my problem. I was convinced, gave the final command for
day, August 10, and will con- President of the university, was lations and the extension office.
dren; five great grandchildren.
was to train the beasts. After the night;• "Stay." Ru promptVeneta Sexton sell the me tinue, through the following ,ine
Active in educational affairs,
Rev. Loyd Wilson and Rev.
of 12 members of the first
packing kids and canines into ly jumped up. ran out the door, dalist for the regular ladies day Sunday.
M. M. Hampton will officiate at
graduating class at Murray State he helped organize and served
the trusty old VW (a feat in it- and jumped into the car. I was golf at the Calloway County
Services will begin at, 7:30 in 1926. Waterfield, a 1932 as the first president Of the
'the funeral services to be held
beginning to feel like the RIV- Country Club held
Self), away we loped to Paris.
on Wednes- p.m. each day. Brother Mayo graduate, is an insurance ex- Joint Alumni Council of Kenat the chapel of the Max H.
,ITS
cartoon
strip.
The first elms was disgustday.
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utional Placement Officers As- Street has reported a theft from the date and time not set due
publisher
and
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twoa
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we
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Won for blind
Congregational singing and
plitnented als! I felt we hticlai- heeled, stopped,
tary of th'e First District Edu• ray Police Department. •
*Interment will be in
Shasat, laid down. hole qp No. 8 and Pearl
Hopkins said a speedometer
Tucker special music will be held at
rived! But into each life a litGrove Cemetery in Henry
Close friends throughout the cation Association for 30 years
and stayed! The teacher corn. had most pars in fourth
fl:ght. each serviee. The public is in- years, each of the men is a and a regional director of the and tool box was taken from County, Tenn., with the altie rain . . . and it was the rain '
The golf hostess was Inus vited to attend, according to
his home sometime between rangements by the Max H. Churpounding on -llie tin roof thati (Continued en
native of Calloway County and
,.,tage:r
.wt
.
9
Orr.
eight
.p.m. on Tuesday and 3'30 chill Funeral Home where friLeon
Penlek,
pastor.
each
(Continued on Page Seven)
has forged a long career
•
p.m on Wednesday.
ends may call.
A man Is incomplete until he is
married, then he is finished.
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Dividends To Whole Family
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Several Persons Fined In
Court Of Judge lake Dunn

Mrs. Cole
Passes Away

Two Will Receive Honorary
Doctorate Degrees At MSU

Hamburger Supper
Will Be Saturday

lit

Scotts Grove Will
Hold Its Revival

Venela Sexton Is
Calloway Medalist

Theft Reported At
The Hopkins' Home
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CRIME AND
DELINQUENCY GET
RESEARCH ATTENTION

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky
, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
The twin problems of crime
and delinquency are the subSUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in
Murray, per week 35e, per ject
of a great deal of attention
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining count
ies, per year. $5.50; from many kinds
of organizaZones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 818.00. All servi
ce subscriptions $8.00. tions of both publi
c and private
character.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Cessuniusi
ty is the
Integrity ef its Newspaper"
The National Institute of
Mental Health, for example.
has always had strong interest
THURSDAY — AUGUST 7, 1969
in attacking these problems;
and is devoting several million
dollars each year to research
and
demonstration
projects
seeking new knowledge and useBy UNITED PRESS INTERN
ATIONAL
ful ways to combat crime and
delinquency.

Quotes From The News

OUTING, Minn. - A resident of a farm
near Floodwood, Minn:
after at least 10 tornadoes struck the Outi
ng area and other parts
of the state:
"All we could see was mud flying. Wewent
down to the basement.
The men were in the barn and we just pray
ed."
NORTH PROVIDENCE, R. I, - Almerind
o Caranci telling about
the woes of owning a house which borders
a golf course:
"We live in constant fear, not knowing
if those persons moving
around during the dark hours are pers
ons looking for their lost
golf balls or prowlers and burglars."
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Ypsilanti Sheriff
Douglas Harvey discussing
strong security precautions for murder susp
ect John Norman Collins:
"The public sentiment being what it
is we just don't want anything to happen to this guy."
MIAMI - Bernard James, 20, a Negr
o who lives in the section
of Miami where Negroes rioted one year
ago while the Republican
National Convention was in progress
:
"You just get your own people kille
d out there in the streets."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Shouldest not thou also have had
compassion on thy fellow
servant, even as I had pity on thee? — Matt
hew 18:33.
There is a link between God's forg
iveness and our forgiveness
of others.

Almanac

, became the first Presiden
t's
wife since the days of Grover
by United Press Internatio
nal Cleveland to give birth in
the
Today is Thursday, Aug.
7, Whit
the 219th day of 1969 with 146 bande House while her huswas in office. Patrick Bouto follow.
vier died two days later.
The moon is between its
last
In 1964, Turkish planes atquarter and new phase.
tacked Cyprus for the first
The morning stars are Venu
s time after sharp fighting had
and Saturn.
broken out with Greece.
The evening stars are
MercuA thought for the day —
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
D. H. Lawrence said, "When I
On this day in history:
wish I was rich, then I
In 1782, the Order of
know I
the am ill."
Purple Heart was esta
blished
by George Washington.
In 1942, U.S. Marines laun
Russell Cave National
chMonued America's first offe
nsive ment near Bridgeport, Ala.,
conbattle in World War H by
land- tains a record of cont
inuous huing on Guadalcanel.
man habitation from abou
t 7000
In 1962, Mrs. John
Kennedy B.C. to 1650

A.D.

Successful. established. local retail busi
ness.
Will sell one-half interest or more to pers
on that
wants to go in business for themself.
Lots of work and dealing with the publi
c required. but the money is nice.
_
?be person-I-am 'looking for has a good job at
present. but would like to have a bit more
for himself and his family.
Send your name, address and phone numb
er to
The Ledger & Times. P.O. Box 32-A. Murr
ay,

Ken-

tucky.
Be sure

that I wilt keep your name confidential.

These amounts, large though
they are, pale beside the enormous economic costs of these
problems.

Recent figures show that the
annual cost of crime and delinquency exceeds $20 billion
—with more than $4 billion being consumed yearly by police,
legal, and correctional activities.
This is to say nothing of the
psychological and social toll
they take all over the country.
The nature and size of these
problems indicate why we are.
in cooperation with other government and private agencies
and the Nation's colleges, universities, and other educationa
l
and research agencies, devoting
so much effort to understanding
causes and finding solutions.
Through activities ranging
from basic studies of aggres-

sion to the development of
community treatment programs
, we
are working toward the
containment and reduction of
antisocial behavior.
Demonstration projects show
that community treatment
programs for adolescent
delinquents are proving not
only
more effective than insti
tutionalization — merely jaili
ng or
putting the juvenile into
an institution—but also more
economical.
But the roots to social
problems such as delinque
ncy and
crime often lie in early
life, we
know; and so scientists
are continuing. with some real
successes, to pin down and
define
factors in the child's early
environment that so markedly
influence his maturing and
later
behavior.
Good early treatment
has
demonstrated success in
preventing intellectual and
emotional problems and has
led to
beginning development of
effective programs in behal
f of the
child's mental health.

Such programs, and
still
newer ones, must now
be tested
in a variety of
settings and
more universally appli
ed.
Only in such ways,
through
painstaking research and
careful development of
programs to
aid normal mental
and emotional growth, can we
get at the
deep and troublesome
causes of
crime and delinquenc
y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

TRAINING YOUR..
(Continued From Page One)

WATTAMELON!--Two-year.ld Tany
a Lynn of Dallas. Tex.,
gives her hearty appr
oval of a new type, seedless wate
r-

Educational
Television
Schedule

ACROSS

KENTUCKY EDUCATION
AL
TELEVISION
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
WICMU, Channel 21, Murr
ay
Week of August 11-15,
1969

1,Insect
5-Narrow
opening
9-Weight of
India
12 Region
13-Dwell
14-Prefix: three
15-Colonize
MONDAY
August 11
17 Indefinite
article
18 Decay
3:00 Smart Sewing : Skir
t
19-Abound
3:30 Misterogers'
Neighborhood 21-The ones there
23 Menace
4:00 What's New?
27-Spanish
4:30 Friendly Giant
article
28 Raises
5:00 Focus on Area
Development 29 Goddess of
5:30 French Chef:
healing
Coquilles St.
31 Parcel of and
Jacques
34 Babylonian
6:00 Conversation with
deity
Eric Hof15-Irritates
fer: Talent
38-A state (abbr )
6:30 Beginning Folk Guit
39 Attempt
ar
7:00 NET Playhouse:
hin
Auto Stop I 41 Capuc
monkey
8:00 Cineposium: A Patc
h of Blue 42 Minded
44 Printers
TUESDAY
August re
measure
3:00 Antiques: Clocks
46-Solve
48 Stops
3:30 Misterogers' Neighbor
hood 51 Precious
4:00 What's New?
metal
52 Everyone
4:30 Friendly Giant
53 Symbol tor
4:45 Just Imagine
tantalum
55 Pieces of
5:00 Focus on Area Developm
ent
dinnerware
5:30 Your Dollar's Worth:
Auto 59 Also
60-Monster
Repairs — Plugs & Poin
ts 62 Theater
6:30 Astronomy: Our Milky
box
Way
63 Stitch
7:00 Book Beat Number Four
: 64-Edible seeds
Helen Hayes
65 Chimney
7:30 Advance Folk Guitar
carbon

8:00 Conversation: Walter
Sorge
8:30 French Chet: Coquilles
St.,
Jacques
WEDNESDAY —Augus
t 13
3:00 Friendly Giant
3:15 Just Imagine
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New?
- 4:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
5:00 Focus on Area Developm
ent
5:30 Cineposium 3
6:00 Race Relations: Blac
k Viewpoint
6:30 Antiques: Clocks
7:00 A Little Love, A Little
Care
7:30 Spectrum: Project
Deep
Probe
8:00 NET Journal: Fasten
Your
Seat Belts - The Cris
is is
in the air
THURSDAY —Augus
t 14
3:00 Astronomy : Our Milky
3:30 Misterogers'_ Neig
hberhood
LIM What's Nisi?
4:30 Investigator: New
Look at
Moon
5:00 Focus on Area
Development
5:30 Conversation with
Eric Hoffer
6:00 Book Beat: Helen
Hayes
6:30 Smart Sewing: Skirt
7:00 NET Festival: Moza
rt Concert
8:00 Critique: The Doors

With a Kill-Ko Flea Collar for
your dog. Kills all the
fleas on your dog in just a few
days, and keeps
killing for three
months. It takes care
of ticks too, and it's
safe, effective, and
easy to use.
So snap on a Kill-Ko
Flea Collar this
summer, and give
your dog the vacatro
he deserves

melon developed by fruit growers
in Texas. Called Tri-N 313,
the melon is smaller, sweeter than
usual summer delicacy.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE-
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DOWN
1 Existed
2 Part of to be
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Can Herbie, a clean-living,

. find happiness
in today's

.

hectic world?
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NANNING

PRABANG
WANG•

LAOS

5:30 - 7:30 - 9:30

n
Admission: Adults 2.09
- Children 1.99

ill

HAIPHONG
AN HOA

4
muONG SOui

HAINAN
ISLAND
'
NEW POLICY ANNOUNCE
DONG
D
AT DA HANG IN FUTUR
1401
E,
U.S. WILL SOFTPEDAL--NEWS OF OFFENSIVES
HUE
AN
DA NANG
HOA
HOI AN

VINH
WITHDRAWALS PASS
10.000-MARK WITH
2,770 PULLED FROM
NORTHERN WAR ZONE

HAILAND

L

U.S MARINES
ROUT OUT RED
RALLYING POINT
NEAR AN HOA

EN HET
KONTUM

OUANG NGAI

caused Ru to bolt and run away
OUI NHON
C KABODIA
the sixth night.
PLEIKU
My cola was better by the
NHA TRANG
next session and I was deterOCAM RANH
mined that no dog of mine
would drag his owner through
•TAY N1NH
another
storm. Pound
• SAIGONfor FRIDAY — August 15
DUC HOAs
pound, he was going to meet
CAI BE
his match. Perhaps he humor- 3:00 Oceanography:
Nature of
ed me after his disgusting perseawater
formance of the previous week 3:30 Misterog
SOUTH
ers'
U.S 9TH INFANTRY
because he went through his 4:00 What's New? Neighborhood
VIETNAM
SWEEPS THROUGH
paces with flying colors. Not 4:30 Spec
DUC HOA AREA TO
trum: Project Deep
even a warning growl from two
BLOCK RED BUILDUP
Probe
Great Danes and a Scottish
Deerhound halted his progress.
We finished the course a couple of week.t later with the
feeling that something wonderful had happened.
Now, when we go to the
store, Ru stays in the car and
we don't have to chase him all
over the parking lot. Now when
we leave the house, Ru doesn't
bound up the highway. Now
when we have visitors, Ru
doesn't jump up on top of
people. A few well-chosen commands eliminate problems that
once drove us up the wall.
Wouldn't you like to know that
you are really the boss of the
house? '
The Paris Dog Training Club
will begin another class of
laughter and tears in another
few weeks. If you have a dog
— whether it be a 5-pound
poodle- or a 200-pound Saint—
he will be a NICER deg if he
is trained to obey a few basic
commands. A ten week session
costs only ;5.00, There is
•:•.."11
'
question in my tnind about it
be irw°AD much._much.
$1X K1IJI,D .Q1a PENNSYWANta 701t
HPIKE
titihsion killed four men
For information, you can call
the %Teenage lifter a heitt
.and two women on the
fon
Pennsylvania Turnpike twói
753-7664
the Heaver Fans
nIIes east of
Interchange. One of the ears
was traveling in the
wrong lane.

I

A

protect
your
credit
Let us show you how to
pay
off those nagging bills
—
with one loan, one payment,
sized to flt your income.
It's
a pleasure to talk over money problems where
you're
always No. 1—never a
sixfigure computer numb
er.

SEE US
FOR A DEBT
CONSOLIDATION

LOANS
$5,0000°
Sensible Terms to
Fit Your Budget

dtis.
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are in REVOLT!
...and the world
is on the brink of
DESTRUCTION!

Today thru Sat.
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

33-Rise and fall
47-Drinks heavily
of ocean
48 Chapeaus
36 Greek letter
49-Century plant
37 Heelless shoes
50 Cease
40-Color
54 Mature
43-Football
56-Also.—
Position (abbr.) 57-The self
45 Symbol for
58 Place
futon
61 -Sun god

12

'2

rrwrpiw., rew
,.f Nwwv
MURRAY.

0148(3 PREIRI
OM MIMI 210111LII
ORE3 LICIMEAMPUJEM
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=la ONG UgLini5
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MWW RO
MUMMA NOR WOW
WMOD Of3M WO
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OMO UMP
0.41-414 MOB ROM
WOO GUM NUJ
7

5-Rain and
hail
6-Chinese
mile
7-Eggs
8-Temporary
shelter
9-Walk
leisurely
10-God
of love
11 -Ceremony
16-Rents
20-Encounter
22-Pronoun
23-Allowance
for waste
24 Listen
to
25'-Sun
god
26-Nothing
30-Remember
32-City in
Russia

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Mrs. Carl M
Stout, Sr. wishes to expr
ess
their appreciation for the many
acts of kindness, thoughtf
ufl
ness and consideration
extended to them during her
illnest
and death.
Your expressions of good
will
and concern greatly
aided us
in passing through this
diffi
cult and trying time.
Your words of comfort
and
acts of kindness will alwa
ys be
remembered.
Carl M. Stout, Sr. and
family

1-T-C
Three
Tennessee
Valley
Authority dams are located in
northern Alabama.
*5*
Per capita consumption th
veal, mutton and lamb declined
in the United States in 1968.

5:00 Focus on Area Development
011ie Brown No. 1 Pick
5:30 Kentucky Wildlife
The first jail in California,
6:00 Food and Drugs
SAN DIEGO, Calif. ,041)_— built in San Diego, is still stand6:15 it S. Department of LabOr utfielder 011ie
Brown was the ing and open as a tourist attrac.6:30 Let's Take Pictures
No. 1 expansion draft-choice hon.
-5
7:00 Sounds of Summer: Mississ- of the San
Diego Padres. Brown
ippi River Festival: Joni came to the
major leagues with
Mitchell and Arlo Guthrie the San Francisc
o Giants.

GIVE Doer 71
volittilesnolv
(from fleas and ticks)
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Palmer and Player
Are After Victory
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SPORTS

By GENE W. HINTZ

THURSDAY — AUGUST 7. 1969

Don Shelton Will Play In
MI-Star FB Clash Saturday
Don Shelton, standout grid
star of the 1968 Murray High
Tigers, is scheduled to play
halfback in the 1969 Kentucky
Coaches Charity All-Star Game
at the Universitar of Kentucky's
Stroll Field.
Shelton, a 160 pound speedster, was Murray High's top
running back from his tailback
position last year.
Shelton will play at Murray
State this fall on a grid scholarship.
Other area athletes who will

Play in the All-Star Games this
weekend are Paducah Tilghman's Ronnie Rose (on the basketball squad) and Don Riniford (on the football squad)
and biayfield's 190 pound guard
Steve Helots,.

Friday round.
Dave Stockton, who walked
MILWAUKEE UPI -Arnold Pal- away with the $40,000 first prize
mer and Gary Player, two of money here a year ago, admitted
what was once the big three of It was "tough being a defending
The basketball game will beprofessional golf, set out today champion."
runs in the fourth inning and went
gin at 6 p.m. (CDT) Saturday
to prove to the youngsters there's "I defended a few weeks
on to beat the Pirates. Willie
ago
and the football game will folstill some life in their "old" at Cleveland and finished almost
Davis hit a two-run single but
low at 7:45 p.m.
By VITO STELLINO
bones.
was out stealing before Andy
dead last," he said. "I don't
The basketball game will be
UPI Sports Writer
Both, more often than not, plan to do that here."
Kosco and Bill Sudakis hit conplayed in UK's Memorial Collihave had their tries for victory
secutive homers. Don Sutton,
Stockton dominated the tourSCUM.
Losing is a new experience with
blunted this year by the "young nament a year ago, grabbing
By JOHN JEANSONNE
relief help fromJim Brewer
for
Juan
Marichal
but he came in the ninth, picked
turks" of the Professional Golf- the lead on the second round with
UPI
Sports
Writer
up the victory.
THE NEW ASSISTANT basn
ers Association tour. And, both scores of 68 and 67 and finish- up with an old excuse to explain
katball coach and hood bow
were trying to prove they can ing with 71 and 69 for a 13- It.
Remember when the Super ball coach at
Calloway County
Marichal was tagged for four
still win. as they teed off in the under-par score of 275. He was
Bowl was produced and directed Nigh School
Is W. T. Pattor.
by Vince Lombardi, and John
opening round of the $100,000 four strokes ahead of second homers - two by Johnny Callison
son. Pattarson Is from New
Greater Milwaukee Open.
Rauch was a bigger name in the Concord
place finisher Sam Snead and - Wednesday night when he suffand h• has taught at
ered
his fourth straight loss for
AFL than Joe Nemeth?
The 39-year-old Palmer, who- six strokes ahead of Dave Marr
Faxon for the last four yssars.
se earnings from the tour climb- and Tom Weiskopf, who tied for the first time in his career as the
Remember when Zeke BratBy FRED DOWN
Philadelphia Phils beat the San
ed over $1 million two years ago, third.
kowski was the best No. 2 querUPI Sports Writer
Francisco Giants, 5-4.
has more than the $20,000 first
erback in pro football? Things
"The Phillies didn't beat me
BUENOS AIRES UP!. Mari°
place money in mind. He must
Mike Cuellar will never make are different now, because Lomtonight," Marirhal said, "Engle
Paladin°, 27, an Argentine june
finish either first or second to
bardi
and
Rauch
from
have
gone
did." He was referring to first- Baltimore baeball fans forget riches to rags and Wednesda ior welterweight boxer, died The
assure himself of a berth on
y
Harry Dalton's trade for Frank
base
umpire Bob Engle, who rulthe 12-man Ryder Cup team that
Robinson, but he sure is en- Bratkowski began working with ursday. He had been knocked
that
ed
Larry
Hisle beat out a
the Green Bay Packer scouting out at the final bell of a 10
,
faces Britain in September.
grounder to Tito Fuentes when hancing the reputation of the unit.
rounder with Omar Gottifreell
The 33-year-old Player would
Orioles'
personnel
director
as
Fuentes made a low throw to
Even Ron Johnson, the Univ- on Wednesday. Death was attribe
like a substantial slice of the
first. Don Money followed with a "the last of the Dalton boys" ersity of Michigan
pot to push his winnings for the
rookie known uted to heart failure.
when it comes to one-sided deals.
two-run homer.
-year past the $100,000 mark.
A well-travelled 32-year-old for his willingness to challenge
The $3,000 he won last week
left-hander from Santa Clara, anyone across the line of scriLAFAYETTE, Inc. (UPI) —
NL Scores
at the Westchester, N.Y., Classic
Cute, Cuellar scored his 14th mmage, backed down for the Kick Mount, Purdue's high scorYou're invited to see our 1969
gave him about $92,000 for the
victory of the season Wednes- first time.
ing
basketball
star
scored
909
other
In
games,
Cincinnati
edgyear.
National Lobate
points in two seasons of Big
ed New York, 3-2, San Diego day night when the Orioles deEast
Palmer is currently 15th in
Room For Late Arrivals
feated the Kansas City Royals,
Ten court play. In 1968 he
W
L Pct. 011
topped
St.
Louis,
3-2,
Atlanta
the Ryder Cup standings and Chicago
41 .431
70
made 194 field goals, an alldrubbed Montreal, 6-3 Chicago 2-1, with the aid of a triple
.47 .557
59
was a last minute entry here New York
Lombardi's Packers defeated time
play started by third baseman
conference mark.
St. Louis
50 .541 10
59
:topped
Houston,
5-4
and
Los
AngRauch's Oaldand Raiders in the
after failing to score well enough Pittsburgh
52 .514 13
55
Brooks Robinson.
- eles
beat
Pittsburg
Al
44
.407
h,
2413
/
4
7-5.
enumerate.
at Westchester to make the Ryder Maltreat
Cuellar went eight innings with 1967 Super Bowl, but
35
76 .315 35
-when
-the
Pete
Rose
slammed two triples
two coaches, now directing the the Detroit Lions each receivea
team. He has captained two U.S.
and a double and -Johnny Bench Pete Richert protecting the one- Washingto Redskins
a second chance, but their immWest
squads and been a member of
n
and Buffalo
run
lead
in
the
ninth
earn
to
Cincinnati
54
.45 .563
added a double and a tie-breaking
ediate futures remain uncertain.
Bills,
four others.
meet
Saturday
night
there
Atlanta
43
30 -5.541
homer in the seventh 'ening as credit for his ninth save.
Byrd, recalled by the Patriots
1.1
410 .555
will
be
Play over the 7,075-yard, par. San Francisco
room
in the stadium for
Curt Motton, batting Cuellar
37
Los Angeles
50 .5.13
3
the Reds beat the Mets. Bench's
after they placed him on waivers
late
72 North Shore Country Club Hi:tipster'
arrivals.
57
13 .5111
41•4
In
the
eighth
inning, homered
homer snapped a 1-2 deadlock.
75 .312 27
34
Old quarterbacks never die, Monday, had been picked up by
course in suburban Mequon will spn Dago
after a single by Andy EtcheJim
Merritt
•
was
tagged
10
for
So
Bratkowski became an assis- the Bills and now the two teams
continue through Sunday with the
hits but went the route for the barren to give' theOrioles the tant coach with
field of about 150 cut to more
the Packers and will talk about a. possible trade.
victory.
Y99911rBerIt hauls
Victory. The Reds only have sevNowatzie, dating to linebackemulates
workable proportions after the
New
York
Giants' scChicago
5, Houston
er
en
complete
when he learned there was no
games
from
their
Cincinnati
3, New York
rambling quarterback Fran Tar2
Other AL Games
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles
pitching staff since May 23 and
reom for him at his old running
kenton in practice.
St. Louis
at San Diego
Merritt has thrown six of them.
Atlanta
6. Montresi
Johnson, advised by attorney back position, suffered a fracture
The Minhesota Twins defeated
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco 4
The Cubs stretched their lead
Arthur Morse to hold out for a ed vertebrae in his neck and will
to 8/
1
2games over New York in the Detroit Tigers, 3-1, the Oak- $125,000 package deal, decided be out of action for six weeks
Thai's Games
By then, Denver Broncos Co.
St. Lads (Terra 6-4) at San Diego
the Eastern Division by topping land Athletics topped the Cleve- instead to accept the Cleveland
(Santo(
4-10). night
ach Lou Saban hopes to knovi
Houston. The Cubs rallied for land Indians, 64, in 11 innings, Browns' offer of a$25,000c
Pittsburgh (Bunning 94) at Los An
2lary
gaits (Osteen 1441, night
who his quarterback is. Satan
two runs in the seventh with the Seattle Pilots shaded the Bos- plus a $40,000 bonus.
Only garners scheduled
ton
Red
Sox,
6-5,
in
innings,
10
will
Nate Oliver scoring the deciding
use Steve Tensi in the first
"I
got a fair contract," Johnhalf and Pete Liske is the second
run on an error by centerfielder the Washington Senators nipped son said. "I won't ever starve
NEW YORK UPI - The Proto
the
Chicago
White Sox, 4-3, and
Jim Wynn. Jesus Alou homered
against the Minnesota Vikings
fessional Golfers Association anAmerican eleagos
The Camaro double-header display with
the New York Yankees beat the death."
Saturday
night, and hopes to sign
the
for
Astros.
East
Neither will former Tulsa linenounced Wednesday that the Dow
California Angeles, 3-1, in other
Pct. 0
Marlin
cutaway engines and transmissions!
Briscoe
soon,
because
man Al Jenkins, who reportedly
75
34 AU —
Jones Open and the four-tall Baltimore
American League games.
Detroit
,,Tensi twice fractured his collar59
Two-Run Homer
.551 IS
received
$10,000
the
bonus
championship have been added Salon
he
Demonstrations you operate yourself!
Jim Perry pitched a three54
.533 17 bone and played in only eight
.
'
54 .914 50
57
to the pro tour in 1970, and the Washington
hitter for his seventh straight demanded to sign with the Brow- games last
New York
54
06 .491 211
/
2
Tony
season.
Gonzalez
Entertaining, educational,fn forthe
hit
a
two-gun
new events will make it worth °evilend
46
30 All 301S
victory and 13th of the season ns.
That's more evidence that they
homer
in
the
sixth
and
litest
Orlando
he players' while.
Dennis Byrd of the Boston just don't make
whole family! Come on out!
M I nrwtsot a
42 .611I —
61
Cepecta added a pair of run- for the Twins, who dealt 1968
them like they
43 .594
63
3
The Dow Jones Open, slated Oak land
Seattle
4.5
scoring doubles to pace the Bra- World Series hero Mickey Lolich Patriots and Tom Nowatzke of used to.
62 .421 2155
FREE! INTERESTING! INFORMATIVE!
for Aug. 27-30 at Upper Moat- Kansas City
44
64 .407 23
ves past the Expos. Phil Niekro his fifth loss against 14 wins
66 .394 241S
43
clair, N.J. , will become the Chicago
Cesar
Tovar's
three
stolen
bases
California
41
65 .3157 25
pitched a six-hitter to boost his
01=10041MINI•Ii4.41P04=4.041iMP 0411M.0AMP SiMet04=1001.MP
„richest tournament in history
0411Mille siMile0
0ealil•0SEM 0,4=1.o
0 4.114.04mi.0 Amp0.
49
record to 16-9 for the Braves. led to two Minnesota runs, but
with a total purse of $300,000
Lolich dug his own grave with
Yesterday's Results
The
Cardinals
dropped
10/2
Washington
Chicago
4.
3
and the four-ball championship
Now York. 3. California
games behind the Cubs when seven walks.
will offer $200,000 in prize monTom Reynolds and Larry HanBaltimore
t Kansas City 1
Ed Spiezio led off the ninth with
Oek land
6, C live I and
4
ey.
scored
ey
on Chuck Hinton's thr(11 innings)
a homer that gave the Padres
Minnesota
The new tour will begin Jan.
1. Detroit
1
the win over St. Louis. The ee-base error on an llth-innine
Seattle
6, Boston
5
8-11 with the Los Angeles Open
(10 innings)
homer came off Steve Carlton, fly by Jose Cardenal as the Athand will run without an open
who suffered his sixth loss again- letics rallied or their victory
date for 35 weeks through Labor
radar's OMNI
st 13 wins. Spiezio, who has been over the Indians. Paul Lindblad,
Oak arid (Letuerlque 2-1) at Cleveland
Day weekend, with the U. S. (Tient 0-12)
in a slump entered the game in who shut out the Indians for two
Seattle (Tele. 5-4) at Boston (Hedy 6Open scheduled for June 18-21
the first inning when third base- Innings, raised his record to 6-2
2)
at Chaska, Minn., and the PGA
Minnesota (Kaat 147) at Detroit (Wilman Bobby Pena injuredhis right while Juan Pizarro suffered the
championship Aug. 13-16 at Tulsa, son 104), night
City
thumb while going for a grounder. defeat.
/Carus
(Drage 54) at Baltimore
,
Okla.
(McNally
Tony Horton and Russ Snyder
mem
The Dodgers exploded for four
bomered for the Indians.

BASEBALL ROUNDUP
National League

Redskins And
Buffalo Meet
On Saturday

American League -

ru Sat.
NSTERS
REVOLT'
the world
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NATIONAL 11

Thursday,

AY*
day

Friday,
Saturday

DOW JONES OPEN IS
ADDED TO Pig TOUR

at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
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DON'T MISS THE ACTION AT MURRAY'S BIG

SIDEWALK SALE
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Lift Pilots To Win
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Sidewalk Sale

Friday & Saturday Only
•

Special Prices on
Summei
:a

latal6.4-4446
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Doubles by Wayne Corner and
Gerry McNertney in the 10th
lifted the Pilots to theit
over the Red Sox despite homers
by Reggie Smith and Mike Andrews. The tie-breaking run came
off reliever Vicente Romo and
gave Bob Locker, who shut out
the Red Sox for 1 1-3 innings,
his second win.
McNertney,
Tommy Davis and Steve Hovley
had two hits each in the Pilots'
13-hit attack.
Pinch - hitter Paul Casanova
led off the ninth inning with his
fourth homer of the season for
the Senators, tagging relief ace
Wilbur Wood with his eighth loss
against seven wins. Frank Howard also homered for the Senators while Walt Williams connected for the White Sox.
Fritz Peterson pitched a sixhitter to win his llth game for
the Yankees, who scored the
decisive run in the sixth inning
when Bill Robinson broke up a
potential inning - ending double
lay with a hard slide in the
sixth. Bobby Murcer, whose nin-inning homer won Tuesday night's game, went 3 for 3 including
is 15th homer of the season.

ERIE, Pa. UPI - Former champion Dan Kuchinskloregained
the men's Class A World Horseshoe Pitching title by defeating
Elmer Hohl, the man who beat
him last year, 50-40 Tuesdiy
night.

CLEVELAND UPI - The le
troll RtIll Wings of tar National
Hockey League and the Clevel-ad
Barons of -tht Americzn f-torrey
League announced Wednesday a
working agreement which will
enable the Cleveland club to fill
out its roster with players borrowed from the Red Wing orgtulization.

4

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

AUGUST filt
The Sidewalks Will Be Piled High With Merchandise Going
At Give-Away Prices. Items For The Home, Carl
Wearing Apparel, Cosmetics, Appliances And You Name It!

ONE THING FOR SURE
EVERYTHING IS A BARGAIN I.

Come Early Stay Late - Don't Ms1L!
Bargains In The Store
Bargains On The Sidewalk 1

Sit!OF THE YEAR
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Miss Rosetta Robertson Of Murray
Makes First Official Visit As Grand
Worthy Advisor At Assembly Inspection

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — AUGUST 7. 196
.mem,

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

•

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

twelve-thirty o'clock in the at
ternoon.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a navy and
white two piece dress with
white accessories. She was presented with a white daisy corsage by the hostesses.
Guests signed the bridal book
which had been placed on a
commode in the entrance ha'l
adorned with an arrangement
of garden flowers.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a lovely wedding
gifts.
The dining table was overlaid with a mint green linen
cloth and was centered with
a
lovely arrangement of mixed
garden flowers. The napkin
rolls were tied with pink ribbon and the placecards carrie
d
out the bridal motif.
A delicious luncheon was
enjoyed by the eight sorority
sisters of the bride-elect and
the
hostesses.

The School of Instruction for No. 6; Pam
Kerner, faith, HopMurray Assembly No. 19 and kinsvi
lle; Joyce Winchester, VeHopkinsville Assembly No.
rmont, Murray; Denice Bowman,
of the Order of the Rainbow for Florid
a, Madisonville; Janet EsGirls was held Saturday, August ther, West
•••
Virginia and North
2, at one o'clock in the after- Caroli
na, Madisonville; Betsy
noon at the Masonic Hall in Mur- Riley, North
Dakota, Lynn Watray.
son, Kansas, and Donna Boyd
Mrs. Lorraine Payne, Supre- McKinney,
Colorado, all from
me Hope and Supreme Inspector Murra
y.
in Kentucky, conducted the schoDistinguished Masons and meMiss Kety Ray, daughter of
ol.
Continuing the series of
Wednesday, Augusta
mbers of the Order of the EastMr. and Mrs. Crawford Ray of events
Miss Patricia Evans, worthy ern
The
ladies day luncheon will
held in honor oi Miss
Star present were Guthrie
Murray, has completed plans
advisor and Mrs. Frances Chu- B.
Jan Jones, bride-elect of Btlly
Churchill, most excellent gra- be served at the Oaks Country for her wedding to Larry
Kea- Wilson, was the luncheon held
rchill, mother advisor, of Mur- nd high
priest of Grand Chapter Club at 12:15 p.m. with Jackie ton, son of Dr. Neil Keaton
of at the home of Mr. and Mrs M.
ray presided during the exempli- of
Kentucky, Royal Arch Masons; Waterfield as hostess and Mae Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and
Mrs. C. Garrott, 1123 Circarama
fication of the opening introduc- Mrs.
Simmons as co-hostess. Other
Judith Jackson, grand repAnthony Capriotti of BaltiBy Abigail Van Buren
tions, receiving of petitions, and
Drive, Murray.
resentative of Alabama in Ken- hostesses are Jeannie Critten- more, Md.
balloting ceremonies.
den,
Jo
Lovett
Miss Kay Garrott and Mrs..
, Virginia Mor- The
tucky; Charles Jackson, worshceremony will be read
Miss Sherry Litchfield, worthy
gan, Dixie Hopkins, Suzanne
DEAR ABBY I am the mother of two teen-aged boys
ipful master, Murray Lodge 105.
on Monday, August 1aW- Gary Grogan, sorority sisters
advisor, and Mrs . Ann Cason,
Heilig, Barbara Hudson, Juanwho wear their hair too Wag to sad me. I recently saw an ad
Visiting mother advisors were
en o'clock in the evening at the of the honoree, were the charmmothe
Stallo
ita
r
ns,
adviso
Edith
r, Hopkinsville, Mrs. Ann
Story, Car- Cherry
in a Connecticut newspaper which read as follows:
Cason, Hopkinsville olyn Reaga
Corner Baptist Church ing hostesses for the occasi )n
presided during the exemplifica- No.
n, Ruth Calhoun, Rev.
"WANTED—BOY. Meet be IT years of age. . Must have
42, Mrs. Mary Bullard, Hen- and
Jerrel White, pastor of the held on Saturday, July 26, at
Dorot
tion
hy
of
Byrn.
degre
es
and
the
clo-sin
g derson No. 7, and Mrs. L.
normal haircut."
First Baptist Church, Sesser,
• • •
•••
ceremonies.
Ill., and Rev. Robert Fields, Esabel
Bennett, Gleason No. 101.
Abby, if all MOWN!Weald hire only boys with normal
A
new
regula
le
The
r for NBC's
Ray, sister of t h e
Cherry Corner Baptist
Visitors other than Mrs.Payne
missionary to Israel, will of- bride-elect,
Rainbow Girls visiting from Church
haircuts, I am trite sere we wield have our boys looking like
and Miss Frances "The Virginian" next season
Woman's Missionary
were Rosetta Robertson, Grand
ficiate.
out of state were Debbie Vinson, Society will
will be David Hartman. The
boys again insteed of Moe haeks.
Armstrong.
meet at the church
Worthy Advis..at, Mrs. Algi DukA program of music will be
Ellet ro. 120, tkron, Ohio, De- at 7:30 p.m.
show'
s fans may remember
I also blame the giris for the long hair look on boys. My
The
best
man will be Fred
es, state Mother Advisor, and
preserted by Miss Mary Dell Linkenhoke
bbie Stigali, Linda Robertson,
•••
sons tell me the girls LIKE boys to wear their hair long.
r of Louisville. The him as playing in an episode
Miss Alisa Dukes, Grand Charithis season in which ht porWarford of Murray and Louisand Martha Starks of Gleason, The Flint Baptist Churc
h Wo- ville, organi
ty.
ushers will be Dave Brook an,' trayed a bank
SIGN ME DISGUSTED
st,
clerk pretending
Tenn., No. 101.
and
Mrs.
Linda
man's
Missio
nary Society is
Troy Stair of Louisville.
Also attending were visitors
to be a sheriff to make his faDEAR DISGUSTED: Mere are more battles raging in
Also present were Lloyd Paine scheduled to meet at seven p.m. Washburn, Nashville, Tenn,
Follow
from nine Kentucky Assemblies
ing
cerem
the
ony a re ther happy. Hartman will have
soloist.
and Mel L. Dukes, members of at the church.
the modem American hues became of "hair" than any
and several Masonic Lodges and
Miss Ray has chosen as her ception will be held at the the role of David Sutton, a
• ••
the state executive committee,
ether one area of conflict. and I say it's foolish. Personally, I
OES chapters in Kentucky, and
Pennsylvanian gone west to
matron of honor, Mrs. Edward church.
Louisville, and Loren H. Hatfiedoe't like long lair se boys, either, but I still say that If. one Tennessee Assem
Saturday, August g
All friends and relatives are seek his fortune, who winds up
bly and ld, Grand Guard
Anthony Thomas of Murray.
.
boy keeps his hair clean and is a geed citizen, be has earned
OES chapter. From Tennessee
The bridesmaids will be Miss invited to attend the wedding as a hand on Shiloh ranch.
Members of the Murray Ad- The WSCS of the
and the reception.
the right to wear his hair the way he wants to.
Good Shepwere Miss Anita Flynn, past
visory Board present were
herd United Methodist Church
grand representative of Colorado
an Robertson, Frances Church- will have a hamburger
supper
in Kentucky , past worthy advisor
DEAR ABBY: I am considering marrying a man who is
ill, Ina Sledd, Flavil Robertson, starting at seven p.m.
at the
Murra
of
y Assembly No. 19, and and
70. I am a few years younger. We've known each other for a
Henry Sledd.
church. Everyone is invited.
presen
tlmembe
a
r
Summe
of
r
good many years. In fact when our former mates were living
••
Masons and Eastern Stars frAvenue Assembly No. 9, Memwe were all good friends. This is a marriage of convenience
'om out of town wereJ. C. Bullard A WKHA Horse Show will
be
phis, Tem. She was accompanied
and Walter F. Hinch of Hender- held at the Wranglers
for both of us. We're in fairly good health and he doesn't
Aiding
by her mother, MrsSue FlYnnl-son
, Mrs. -Martha Hatfield of-Club starting at five p.m.
need my money and I don't need his. His children are &IF
a member of Summer Av
Avenue Louisville, Mr. and
married and so are mine and we just want to give each other
Mrs. Terry
Sunday, August 10
No. 313 OES.
McGee of Hopkinsville, Mr. and
as much companionship as the good Lard will allow us.
The
annual reunion of the
Mrs. Thomas Stoner of BardsForget sex. He can't, and I don't care for it.
Inspection
town, Mr. and Mrs. Vinson of family of Henry Vinson will
The question: We each have a home. Should I break up
Louisville, and Betty Robertson be held at Kenlake State Park.
mine and sell it and move into his? Or should he do the
All friends and relatives are'
The inspection of Murray AsBALANCE SHEET
of Gleason, Tenn.
sembly No. t9 was held .;aairclay
moving? My children want m.T o seep my house, and his
invited to attend.
Mur -ay !,sons awl East _la
March 31, 1969
••
evening at ;:te Masonic' Hall.
children want him to keep his h,ruse. What is ycur opiniol?
Stars present we,e Mrs. Betty
A
supper
was served at 6:30 Riley, Mrs.
WuNDERING
Sybil Lasater, Mrs. The old Calloway County
ASSETS
p.m. followed by adciencias for Pat
McMinn, and Pat Evans. Court House, located on ChestDEAR WONDERING: Forget want your children want.
Mi.s. Payne, sum eme hope,Miss
aut
Street
by the Dixieland
A majority member of Murray
and do what YOU want to do.
Robertson, grand worthy advisAssembly present was Mrs. Nan- Shopping Center, is open frAn
Cu'IRENT ASSETS
or, Miss Ann P. Dukes, state
two to five p.m
i
-cy Cathey.
-I% 04%1KS
•
•
•
mothe
4-152,405.68
r
adviso
r,
and
Mrs. FranDEAR ABBY: Since my return from a recent trip
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, LESS PROVIS
Members of the Parents Club
ION FOR
ces
Churchill, mother advisor
Tuesd
ay,
Augus
t
12
abroad I am literally going out of my mind with the following
DOUBTF
UL
ACCOUN
TS'
who helped in the serving were
399,283.19
of Murray Assembly No. 19.
The Murray Women's BowlINVENTORIES
problem:
Mrs. Betty Riley, Mrs. Sybil
76,669.44
Mrs, Donna Boyd McKinney
ing Association will meet at
PREPAID INSURANCE
While abroad in 1987, I fathered a wonderful boy whom I
Lasater , Mrs. Lillian Rober- Corvet
1,568.33
te Lanes at 7:30 p.m.
was the soloist for the addenda
saw for the first time on a recent journey. Everyone
tson, Mrs. Bobbie Evans, Pat All
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
members and executive
and was accompanied by Miss
Evans, and Flavil Robertson.
remarked on how much my young "cousin" resembled me. Jane
board members are urged to at
Bearden of Hopkinsville.
SPECIAL DEPOSITS
You see, his mother who is approximately my age, is
tend.
The assembly was opened by
197,588.62
Initiation
married to my mother's brother.
Patricia Evans, worthy advisor,
.LAND, BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
LESS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
Only my "aunt" and I know that I am the father of her
for the purpose of the inspection
1,858,666.68
Following-the initiation of Miss
Altho I have supported the boy thru the family, I now
of Murray Assembly, and the
— - • ---7 JOT& ASSETS —
—
Vickie
Cathe
y
into
Order
the
• 'want him here with me since I don't have any other childr
official visit to the Grand Worthy
Q1•2.4
en.
'1 •
of the Rainbow for Girls, talks
Advisor, Miss Robertson.
Am I selfish and inconsiderate in my thinking' I have
were made by Mrs. Payne, Miss
The following distinguislaedgiiwritten to my "aunt" of my plans but she insists tint I
LIABILITIES and NET WORTH
leave
Robertson who was making her
ests
were
prese
nt. .
things as they are because of the consequences should
first official visit of the year,
LIABILITIES
our
EN
Mrs. Lorraine Payne, suprevS
secret leak out. What do you think?
Mrs. Dukes , and Alicia Dukes "What is a Missionary?"
PAYABLE - OPERATING
me hope, supreme inspector in
Who is a Missionary?" was
793:678033..0014
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - MEDICA
who
was
WITHHOLD MY NAME
speaki
ng
RE
for all other the theme of the progr
Kentucky, past supreme fidelity,
am
preNOTES
PAYABL
E
EQUIPM
ENT
10,699.65
International Order of the Rain- grand officers present.
sented in playlet form at the
DEAR WITHHOLD: I agree with your "aunt."
ACCRUED SALARIES AND WAGES
The meeting was closed and genera
24,669.45
l meeting of the Wobow for Girls, past grand matPAYROLL TAXES WITHHELD AND
ACCRUED
a social hour was held in honor men's
27,685.35
MISCELLANEOUS WITHHOLDING
Society of Christian Serron, and chairman of the Cancer
FROM EMPLOYEES
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would have added something to
of Miss Robertson, worthy grand vice of the
36
1 ;8
33
6:0
24
40
S
,.
ADVANCE PAYMENT FROM
Research of the Grand Chapter
First
United
MeMEDICARE
ghat you "laid to "NO LOVE" who complained because her
advisor.
ACCRUED INTEREST PAYABL
thodist Church held on TuesE
of Kentucky OES.
1,572.50
husband didn't make love to her any more. Instead of only
BONDS PAYAEILE
Miss Rosetta Robertson, GraRefreshments were servedfr- day morning, August 5.
86 0013.170telling this woman to get her husband to a doctor to find out
Those
participating in the
nd Worthy Advisor in Kentucky, om the beautifully appointed tea
TOTAL LIABILITIES
what's wrong with HIM, why not suggest that maybe
past grand worthy associate ad- table overlaid with a white linen playlet were Mrs. John Irvan
3 312,119.54
something could be wrong with HER?
and
Mrs.
Haron
West
cloth
of
visor, past grand charity, past
the
under indigo net and caught
NET WORTH
Tucke
Bessie
The fact that she's DO slob, has kept her figure, is a good
r I Circle and Miss
grand immortality, and past along the front with four white
2,374,062.40
cook and housekeeper won't mean much if she nags, scolds
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
worthy advisor of Murray Asse- doves, the emblem of Miss Rob- Susan Hale, vice president of
,
the Methodist Youth Fellow2,686,181.•4
belittles, humiliates and in general Annihilates her man's
ertson.
mbly.
Mrs. Ann P. Dukes, state motself-esteem.
Centering the table was an ship. She is the daughter of
her advisor from Louisville.
arrangement of white porn porn Mr. and Mrs. Reid Hale.
I have seen so many women do this and then wonder
Miss Hale was representing
Beverly Hatfield, past gran
urns, her chosen flower,
what's wrong with HIM. Most men can't—or won't make
with' the youth as a missionary in Inlove
two
rthy
adviso
doves
r
of
nestle
Kentuc
d in the bouquet. dia. Miss
ky and
to the enemy. Sign me. . . .
Hale sang a lovely
past worthy advisor of Lorraine Miss Tresa McCord presid
ed at selection of songs in Christian
LOVING WOMEN ARE LOVED
Assembly, Louisville.
the punch bowl and Miss
Paula folk lore with guitar. She sang
Mary Kay Stoner,grand worthy Cook served the cake.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours?
"Holy, Holy, Holy", "Doxology"
Far a personal
associ
ate advisor, Bardstown
Approximately one hundred gureply write I. Abby. Box erell, Los
and "Kum-ba-ya".
Angeles, Cal. Mee, and
Assembly No. 32.
ests were present,
eselme a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Mrs. Irvan represented the
Alicia Dukes, grand charity,
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
director of the missionaries in
Per Abby's booklet, "How to Have
a Lovely Wedding." Louisville Assembly No. I.
India. Mrs. West gave the mediFor
The Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 1969
Camelia Bowling, grand hope,
mod ft de Abby. Box Wee, Los Angeles,
tation on solitutide and serenCal. NM.
Crescent Hill Assembly No. 3.
ity.
Debbie Hughes, grand faith,
Mrs. Goldia Curd, president
and Mrs. Bessie Thorn, all of Henderson Assembly No. 7.
presided over the business sessBenton Routes.
'EVENUE
Mrs, Emagene Troetman of ion. She opened the meeting
Joye Carol, grand chaplain,
NET REVENUE FROO -SERvICE
TO PATIENTS
with
praye
r and the minutes
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Ed- Hopkinsville Assembly No. 42. Kewanna, Ind., and Mrs. Homer
OTHER REVENUE
$1,875,653.89
Bullard of Chesterton, Ind., are were read by the secretary. The
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Haney, ward Veazey, 1900 Sherrie
43,572.72
Debra Wise, grand immortalLane,
chair
circle
men
gave
visitin
report
g
the
s
latter's mother,Mrs.
One Orchard Heights, Murray, Murray, announce the
TOTAL REVENUE
birth of a ity, Shively Assembly No. 39. Jim
of
their
work
for
the past year.
Watkins and Mr. Watkins.
are the parents of a daughter, son , Kirk Breeden, weighi
$1,919,226.61
Denice Lutz, grand American
ng
*_xPENSES
Mrs. Troutman left today, but Mrs. Curd made announcements
Julia Kathryn, weighing eight eight pounds three ounces,
flag
bearer
,
born
Madisonville Asse- Mrs. Bullarthwill
of
comin
g
events
SALARI
which
ES
,
AND
are
WAGES
remain for a
pounds eleven ounces, born on on Monday, August 4, at
12:17 mbly No. 16.
DRUGS, FOOD, SUPPLIES,
995,293.10
week. They have just returned the School of Missions to be
AND PURCHASED
Saturday, August 2, at 5:40 p.m. p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
SERVICES
GENERA
Co-- Barbie Keel, grand Christian from Tulsa, Oklah
L
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
543,23371
EXPENSE
oma, where held at Lambuth on August 13at the Murray-Calloway County unty Hospital.
flag bearer, Murray Assembly
PROVIS
ION FOR DEPRECIATION
193,957.04
AND OBSOLESCENCE
they attended the Christian Cru- 22, Officers Training Day at
Hospital.
OTHER
The new father is employed No. 19.
DEDUCTIONS
94,740.89
Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church
sade there.
31,894.38
by the Tennessee Valley AuthorCarolyn Kapp, grand report,
August 28, and the Installation
TOTAL EXPENSES
Wyandotte Assembly No. 26.
of
office
The new father teaches in Hick- ity.
rs
to
be
held
on
SunMrs. Genella Lawrence of HarGrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Grand representatives were as
1,759,119.12
man County.
din has just returned from a nine day, August 17.
EXCESS Oi REVENUE OVER EXPENS
Elmer
KWoug
follow
ES
s:
h
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
day chartered "bus tour" throu- Mrs. C. G. Fain, a new memI; 160.107-42
Becky Gray, Indiana, Hopkinswas, introduced.
Joseph Curtsinger of Louisvill J. R. Breeden, all of Madisongh Lexington to Charleston, W. ber
ville; Cindy Uhl, Pennsylvania,
meeting was closed with
The
and Mr. and Mrs. William Haney ville.
Va., Williamsburg, Va.,on throuWest Point No. 27; Patricia Evaprayer by Mrs. Jessie Houston
STATUS OF BONDS ISSUED
of Harrisburg, Ill. Mrs. George
FORSHOSPITAL
gh North Carolina, South CaroliBUILDING -MARCH 31, 1969
A
daughter, Jennifer Lynn, ns, California, Murray; Darlene
Roane.
Heuser of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
na, and Atlanta , Ga. While at
•
•
•
weighi
Henry
ng
eight
,
Illinoi
pound
s
s,
15'h
Fairda
oungrand
le
is a great
mother.
No. 30; Williamsburg she visited James
ces, was born to Mr. anli Mrs. Gia Hinch, Ohio, Henderson No.
ORIGINAL
4
PAYMENTS
town and Yorktown, Va. They
BALANCE
Joseph Livingston, 1414 Vine Str- 7; Marilyn Lasater, Texas, MurSSUE
TO -DATE
CALLOwAv COUNTY VOTED
also went to Myrtle Beach, South
DUE
Dwight Craig is the name ,..ho eet, Murray, on Tuesday, August ray.
BONDS
Carolina, Stone Mountain at At3430,000.00 3121,000.00
en by Mr. and Mrs, Wayne Joh 5, at 5:32 a.m. at the MurrayPast Grand officers were BelCITY Or MURRAY
3309,000.00
VOTED
lanta, and through the Smoky
•
inda Uhl, Hope, West Point; Sheson of Benton Route One for thei Calloway County Hospital.
BONDS
-Jan
Jones
Miss
and Billy
Mountains. A group of twenty320,00
0.00
91,000.00
MURRAY PUBLIC HOSPIT
The new father is a student ila Vinson, reporter, Lorraine
baby boy, weighing nine poun
229,000.0G
AL
five persons were on the tour..Wilson whose marriage will he
CORP. REVENUE BONDS
four ounces, born on Monday, at Murray State University.
an event of August 17 were
100.000,00
_14,0
00.00
GranVarents are Mr.and Mrs.
86 000.00
August 4, at 7:42 p.m. at th
the honored guests at a steak
4111.111MMIIIIIIM11.111111.11111=1.11=1.1
TOTAL
Murray-Calloway County Hospit- Lewis Livingston of Hollywood,
=MMIMIIIIP dinner held at the apartment
X._.._&009A(10
California, and Mr. and Mrs.
162122.Qa.
al.
,of Mr. and Mrs. George CorThey have one daughter, Mel- Charles Nugent of Louisville,
yell.
issa, age four. The father is emThe dinner was served on
ployed at the Murray Division
Saturday, July 26, at six-thirty
of the Tappan Company.
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
o'clock in the evening.
Grandparents are Mr. andMrs,
NEW and Unit
TNE ABOVE STATEMENTS SERE
PREP iRFD FROM OUP
floyardjohnsoo of Hardin Route Ur. and Mrs:
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Eiwolormweil.momp Mvsmfc-vieBril
-Jim Melte-imp
544969•:AsrVista
tIMMCCZPV
it.
STIPPel.f TSCHElletts.
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THrst Stairtiurfill ARE
Thne and Mr. and Mrs. Orlyn childr
NV"
, 941. ONE
overlaid with a white linen
FORM FOR YOUR INFORMATION.
ILE EAST OP MURRAY
!RESENTED IN CaNDEN.
en, Frank and John, have
SEE ,
,Iplanston ot Baotou Route
loth-w
ea.a
leovei
rsarrs
elm/we
st
to their trintr-at Cap
The great grandparents are Girardeau, Mo.,
of white and yellow daisies.
t •
after a visit
Mr. and Mrs. Halite Johnson,
Burning tapers flanked the flowith her parents, Mr. abd Mrs.
Mr and mrs. Hayden Bogar
ral arrangement.
GIL G. HOPSON
de411,1dJOHN 0 GPOGAN
d, MacThomas Tarry, and other
RICHARDSON
TRFVATHAN
HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Johnston,
Covers were laid for the six
4a.55
753.2O5
CERTIFIED
relatives.
RUSLI
CACCO
UNIAN
TS
guests and the hosts.

Plans Completed By Garrott Home Is
Miss Kitty Ray
Scene Of Luncheon
For Her Wedding For Miss Jan Jones

Length of hair
doesn't matter

Mitirray-CillowilColinty Hospital
and Convalescent Division

Women's Society Of
Christian Service
Has Program Meet
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.Alurraitallomiy-County Hospital
and Convalescent Division
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Dinner Party Held
For Bridal Couple
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Although horticulturists may
dispute the actuality of that statement, one must agree the industry has a point. Kentucky
has recently moved ahead of
Illinois and Pennsylvania to challenge West Virginia for supremacy in coal production.

able was overart green linen
centered with
nent of mixed
The napkin
with pink ribteecards carried
notif,
ncheon was en;tit sorority sis't-elect and the

Kentucky mines, both underground and surface, produced
100,975,868 tons of coal in 1968.
This provided a $400 million
contribution to the state's economy.
But this cash "crop" involves
a different kind of harvest, one
that claimed the lives of 56 Kentuckians last year. While it is
still too many, it is significantly
lower than the 134 men killed
in mine accidents two decades
before in 1948.
Mining Commissioner Harreld
S. Kirkpatrick, in an effort to
improve safety standards and
keep the death rate on the clownslope, has upgraded mine safety
equipment and safety programs.
"We have sought to upgrade
safety and rescue training,"
Kirkpatrick said. "To help us
we hive purchased new breathing apparatus and gas testing
equiment for mine inspectors."
Kirkpatrick referred to a breathing lung container a one-hour
oxygen supply and equipment for
detection and analysis of explosive and noxious gasses. Old equipment hat been replaced with
this newer, more modern equipment.
But modern rescue equipment

ar for NBC's
' next season
Hartman. The
Lay remember
In an episode
which he porerk pretending
) make his faanan will have
yid Sutton, a
zone west to
who winds up
loli ranch.
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Cageless Zoo Draws Tourists

FRANKFORT — People in the
mining industry refer to coal
as "Kentucky's number one cash
crop."
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TIMES

Safety In
Mines Is
Upgraded

'clock in the al.

5

THE

MARS FROM 332,200 MILES, televised back by Mariner 7, shows light areas believed to be
craters. The dark area at lower right is belie,,•d to be Mare Erythraeum.

shelters scattered throughout the
By JOAN DEPPA
woods.
THOIRY, France (UPI)Other inhabitants in the vilNever look a gift lion in the
lage, located some 26 miles from
mouth. Not to mention zebras,
Paris, have found work caring
giraffes and rhinoceri.
for the animals, manning ticket
That has become a sort of
booths and cooking in the kitunofficial motto for the some
chens of the chateau restaurant.
500 human inhabitants of this
Several local shopkeepers
tiny village, outnumbered for
have built additions on their
the past year by about 557
stores and turned them into
animal residents.
cafes. Others have started a
Because the beasts, roaming
profitable sideline in postcards
the woods of the Chateau de
and souvenirs.
Thoiry, have become one of the
biggest tourist attractions in
The founder and owner of
France and, in a sense, are help- the cageless zoo, Count Antoine,
ing feed their two-footed neighbors.
Since the opening of the
game reserves to motoring tourists 14 months ago by the chateau's _hereditary owners, Count
Antoine de la Panouse and his
son, Viscount Paul, more visi,tors have come to visit Thoiry
than to tour the world famoin
Chateau de Versailles.
And the tourists not only pay
out francs to enter the reserves
P they also spend cash all around
the surrounding area.
"It's a blessing," said Madame
Catherine Allione, the stout
owner of a small inn which has
been doing a thriving business
ever since the first carload of
tourists drove through the reserves' double gates.
Farmers in the neighborhood
agree. The count allows them
to set up stands adjoining the
woods and they do a big busivegetab
ruari
i le;
fresh fruit, ard
ness selling produce,p
and dairy
with Parisians who drive out to

Marches wed
42 years

HOLLYWOOD (tiro - Not
all Hollywood marriages are
fleeting -- Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge celebrated
their 42nd wedding anniversary
this year.
• • •
Stan Harris, who directed
"The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour" for CBS for two
seisons, is moving over to
ABC as producer-director of
that network's fall musical
The Great Barrier Reef, along comedy series, "That's Life."
the northwest coast of Queens- Robert Morse is to star on this
land, is the largest coral reef in program, which is described as
having the format of a Broadthe world.
way musical each week,

is a balding man with a wide
grin who likes to remind American visitors that one of his ancestors fought with Lafayette in
the Revolutionary War.
The count is frank about his
reasons for creating the reserves - he needed the money
to pay for the upkeep of the
family chateau and its acres.

is only a small facet of the total
mine safety program.
Classes are held continuosly
throughout the Commonwealth
for mine operators,supervisors,
mu- OF THE CAPITOL
and workmen. Mining techniques,
first aid and safety procedures
spend the day.
are taught.
Shopkeepers and farmers also
Livingston •V. Taylor
Probably the most outstanding
do big business supplying the
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED
PRESS
feature of mine safety is the mine
chateau and the restaurant
inspection program. A budget
housed in its former stables, not
Near to where you are
increase of nearly $80,000 last
to mention the needs of the
no matter where you are.
year enables the Department to
furred and feathered occupants
maintain 25 "field men," or inof-the reserves.
spectors, to hold frequent in-To feed the beasts for a year
spection tours.
takes 4,0 tons of alfalfa, 60
Mine inspectors see different
tons of oats, 120 tons of meat
dangers between surface mining
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - The which Democrats have talked and 10 tons of fish, plus 95
and underground mining, which ultimate weapon which a hostile ibout "rippling"
from the gov- tons of straw for bedding in
makes up 80 per cent of Ken- legislature can use against a ernor's control.
tucky's working mines a surface governor - the "ripper" bill mine inspector, for example, wo-• was dusted off last week by A party "statement of princip- appointing authorities happen to
uld check for overhanging trees, Democratic Lt. Gov. Wendell H. les" adopted earlier in Louisville be Democratic.
A good many politicians will
open gears on machinery, high Ford.
ould revamp the five-member
argue
that "ripper" legislation
walls, steep grades and general
tate personnel board by giving
is not good government and not
handling of trucks.
Ford said that if the Republi- ne appointment each to the GovWhat hazards does a mine can state administration "con- rnor, Chief Justice of the Court even good politics.
However, the merits of a bill
Inspector look for when he enters tinues to degrade the parks de- f Appeals, Lieutenant Governor,
can be forgotten if it becomes
an underground mine?
partment by political firings and ttorney General, House Speaker
"There are four or five thin- employe assessments for poll- and the Kentucky Ministerial embroiled L-1 the emotions of a
legislative debate. gs," said J. H. Mosgrove, assis- tics, the next session of the KenIf aroused,Democratic legislatant to Kirkpatrick. "One is ven- tucky legislature may very well Assn.
tures
might just "let her rip" in
must
be
adequate
tilation. There
be asked to place Kentucky's parThree of the five proposed 1970,
ventilation in a mine so gas de- ks department under the control_
posits will not form."
of a nonpartisan state
park
Mosgrove said presence of ex- commission."
plosive gasses are checked by
State parks now are under the
Inspectors, Here again, adequate
ventilation can prevent formation jurisdiction of Republican Gov.
Louie B. Nunn. Ford was speakof gas deposits.
Roof conditions are an area ing from the almost - certain
the inspections have strengthen- knowledge that the 1970 legislated.- Of the 56 miners killed last ure will have Democratic majoryear, 22, or 39 per cent, were ities in both houses.
Some have interpreted Ford's
killed by roof falls. The per cent
AUGUST 8 - 9 1969
is the lowest since records have statement as political talk, deapproval
to
inspire
the
signed
been kept.
"This is an area in which of those Democrats who want
we have paid particular atten- Ford to take a stronger stance
tion," Kirkpatrick said. "The against Nunn.
However, history proves that
national average is that 60 per
cent of all miners killed are Democratic - sponsored "rippled by roof falls. We have ers." are a real threat to
gotten ours down to 39 per cent," lican administration.
A Democratic legislature in
If a roof does not meet safety 1930 stripped GOP Gov. Flem D.
standards," Mosgrove said,"the Sampson of most of his powers
supervisors are asked to bring not conferred by the Constitution.
the men out of the area until the The powers were given to a
foot is properly secured with three-man committee composed
wood timbers or metal bolting." of two Democrats - Lt.Gov.JamFire hazards, primarily arou- es Breathitt and Atty. Gen. Jamnd electrical installations, are es W. Cammack - and Sampson.
checked and corrected.
During the last Republican adMosgrove said haiding prac- ministration in 1943 - 47, a Demtices are urder close scrutiny ocratic senate stripped GOP Lt.
*REFRESHMENTS
by inspectors in belt or rubber Gov. Kenneth H. Tuggle of many
handling
promine,
tire hauling
of his duties.
cedures and equipment are cheThe last big l'ripper" effort
cked and any items of an unsafe was in 1958 when Gov. A. B.
nature are replaced.
"Happy" Chandler tried to take
During the six months test away the power of state Treasperiod in the counties involved, urer Henry Carter to choose
other counties will continue the banks where state money was
the procedure as before, he ex- deposited.
plained.
Both Chandler and Carter were
"This new method gives in- Democrats but they were faccreased recognition of the hon- tional foes.
esty of applicants and protects
The Chandler - backed bill
their self - respect - objectives passed the Senate with Republiwhich are difficult to obtain when can help, but after five hours
there must be detailed investi- 3f bitter debate, the measure
gations of their circumstances failed in the House by two votes.
With Additional $25 Deposits
and behavior," he-said.
Parks is not the only arency
Above Set

STANDARD
OIL

-
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58 666.68
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DAYS SALE
SIDEWALK
Draw* For Insured Savings
Accounts

2,119.54

,a181,9.4

Price
Sportswear

Sale

),226.61

119.12

1.1,704`2

$100.00

Register

4 062.4L.:

First Item
Regular
Price...
Second Item
at Price
Save Now!

Buy

CERTIFICATES

FREE

for Only $2.25

"Extra Earning"
PASSBOOKS

REGULAR
;AVINGS

51% 5% 41%
$11,000 Minimum

[SEE.)

Northside of Square
Murray, Ky.

RELEASED BY HANOI The three-U.S. servicemen WfibSe"re- lease --Yrofn North "Irleffittirr'ettfitywity *fi-g--44-6ttieritt -Tsicrif•-'
group - of pacifists are (from left) USAF Lt.. Wesley L.
Rumble, 26, Oroville, Calif.; Navy Lt. (jg) Robert Frenchot
Frishnum, 28, Santee, Calif.; Navy Seaman Douglas Brent
Hegdahl, 22, Watertown: S.D.

•••••., •••
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SWORN IN

WASHINGTON UPI - Myles J.
Ambrose, 43, New York,has been
sworn in as U. S. commissioner
of Customs, Treasury Secretary
David M. Kennedy, at the hearing-in ceremonies Tuesday, told
Ambrose to make as his "first
order of business" a crackdown
on narcotics smuggling.

it is done-it is difficult to pull
them apart.
Especially is it so when you
By DELOS SMITH
have such a lineup as Yank
NEW YORK (UPI)._- Buried Lawson and Billy Butterfield
in and occasionally resurrected on trumpet, Bob Haggart on
from Tchaikovsky 8 obscure or- bass, Lou McGarity and Carl
chestra suite number 3 are a Fontana on trombones, Bud
- theme and 12 variations which Freeman on tenor sax, Bob
NO EVIDENCE
constitute as beautiful a chunk Wilber on clarinet and soprano
of musk as that maste ever sax, Ralph Sutton on piano and
Gus Johnson on drums.
composed.
WASHINGTON UPI - Dr. WillThis outstanding combo, with
None of its loveliness is loot
Bibb, an official of the Atoiam
in a recording by the Moscow the occasional help of Cutty
mic Energy Commission, said
Philharmonic with Kiril Kondra- Cutshall and Peanuts Hucko, has
there is no experimental evidenshin conducting and Boris Simsky been playing together since 1967
ce to support claims infant morplaying its ethereal violin solo. and won standing room auditality has risen since man began
it is on the same record as nces at a famous New York_
exploding atomic bombs. Bibb
INFLATION THAT'S GOOD-Nona Hoover demonstrates a new
Kondrashin's interpretation of night spot late last year.
was replying to an assertion
kind of automobile jack developed by B. F. Goodrich in
Enoch Light, the wizard of
Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juradiation physicist Ernest
from
Akron,
Ohio. It can be inflated in about one minute with
und, now is presenting these
liet" fantasy.
J, Sternglass of the University
bottled gas or air and, says the company, is safer than conHere it is singled out for entlemen to the record-listenof Pittsburgh, who said thousands
ventional jacks because it provides wider areas of support.
emphatic mention because this ing public under the best posIRISH EYES ARE GLARING-Burning cars and rubble litter Shanklin Road in Belfast, Northof infants have died from Strontheme and its variations are a sible stereo surroundings. Their
ern Ireland, during strife between Protestants and Catholic
s. Police said there also is
tium -90 in the air.
musical haunt-when apprecia- first recording for Light is called
evidence of hooliganism in the fire bomb battling.
tively played at full value. They "The World's Greatest Jazz Band
lodge in the mind and come to of Yank Lawson and Bob
consciousness at odd moments. H art" (Project 3 PR/5039Kondrashin is perhaps the SD
Russian conductor best known
is may not be the world's
outside Russia because of his greatest jazz band but they may
many appearances in the west. justly use the title until a better
His intelligence and his emotions combo comes along. The record
for Tchaikovsky are middle-of- contains such contemporary fathe-road. He neither overplays vorites as "Love Is Blue,""WichNEW YORK (UPI) - The
or holds back but he misses none ita Lineman" and "Alfie," but third video version
of a Theodore
of the lushness (Angel-Melodiya there is some fine nostalfic jazz H. White
book about a presion Haggart's classic 'South
40090).
dential campaign will be a Xerox
• STOREWIDE
Columbia has performed a Rampart Street Parade."
speeial
on the CBS networl
real service for Tchaikovsky.
Here is a jazz session which Sept. 9. This one, of course,
REDUCTIONS
putting Leonard Bernstein's rec- should have universal appeal becampaig
deals
1968
with
the
n
o
ordings of his three last sym• cause Enoch Light's Total Sound
Quantities Limited
phonies-the 4th, 5th and the Stereo technique makes the lis- between President Nixon and
Hubert
H.
Humphre
y.
--"The
HURRY!
6th or "Pathetique"- in a three- tener forget that it is a recording
Making of a President: 1968"
record album at_aseduced price. and not.alive session. ----starts with the January-7-1968
The orchestra was the New York
Selected Singles - "Chelsea primary in New Hampshire and
Philharmonic.
.Morning" by Judy Collins(ElekBernstein's Tchaikovsky inter- tra EK45657), "Hello Love'. ends with the election in Novem-.
pretations are not unlike Kon- by Gene and Francesca (Tetra,. her.
* * *
drashin. But Bernstein gives off ,Trammaton T-1534), "Old Time
no suggestion of the self-con- Rock & Roll Music" by The
CBS puts "Gel Smart," the
sciousness which is implicit in Kids These Days (Smash spoofing series moving over from
Kondrashin as though he sus- S-2231), "Sunrise to Sunset" NBC, on its air Sept. 26. It will
pected that listeners expected a by Five Man Electrical Band have the 7:30-8 p.m. Friday
Russian conductor to let out all (Capitol P-2562), I've Got an spot weekly. Fifth season out
• no
the Tchaikovsky stops and he Awful Lot of Losing You to for stars Don Adams, Barbara
;
intended to show them how Do" by Mary Lou Collins(Kapp Feldon and Ed Platt.
Vacucel insulation
wrong they were.
with covered pour
K-2030).
* * *
pout. I 2 gal. so-is.s
Bernstein's album is called
Tape Deek - Reel-to-reel:
"The Great Tchaikovsky Sym- "What's an Uggams? "(Atlantic
Reg. 1.39.
_
NBC is repeating on Sept. 11
All metal with.
phonies." He makes their great- ALX 8196), an Ampex tape
Spout. 20-101
ness so inescapable one has to release, presents Leslie Uy:ams "Male of the Species," i ood
give them their proper rank in an enjoyable session which original video drama of the 'Pruamong the great monuments of includes two songs from her- dential on Stage" series, of last
the symphonic literature. It's Broadway musical, "Her First season (Jan. 3). Sean Connery,
time Tchaikovsky was regaining Roman.
Eight-Track: "Mil- Michael Caine, Paul Scofield,
the prestige that is his due. lion Seller Hits" by the 101 Anna Calder-Marshall and Sir
exnaein 's respect for him is Strings with Two Pianos (Audio Laurence Olivier are the presticlearly profound(D3S 781).
Spectrum-Ampex
EO
ASX gious Britishers involved.
2.35 List
* * *
Tchaikovsky's magnificent pi- 85102), is a fine cartridge for
ano concerto has a new recording dinner background music. InScreen star Tony Curtis will
which is likely to make its way cludes
"Autumn
Leaves,
Cleorante Price
against its many rivals because "More," "Misirlou," and "Clair make a rare television appearance
Sept.
on
6
NBC
host
as
it is filled with bouncy enthu- de Lune." Cassette: "Along
Reg. 42.49
siasm and showy abandonment Came Jonah" by Jonah Jones of "MI-Star Circus," a one-houl
If pieces purchased separately
Give your car a
from both the soloist, John (Motown X5683), an Ampex special built around famous
hard shell finish.
Browning, and the conductor, tape release, is a jazzy version European circus acts.
-Sett
Chair
ee-Ho
s
stess Cart
2 Arm
Seiji Ozawa. The orchestra was of recent pop tunes such
' Air circulattJack Gave
as
the London Symphony (RCA. "Up, Up and Away,""Michel
thru' seat &
e,"
3069).
back. fl-12! "Honey" end "Love Is Blue."
Oil Equipment
01 )
* * *
4.
"•'':*.at•
• Zebco 406
Supplier Sales
*
3-Pc.
Reel
Segal gets okay
•
Matchin
g
POPULAR
Zebco
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) - The
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
PolishingOriginal
Rod & Carrying
Petroleum Equipment Suppliers
62-124-3
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER George Segal received the okay
Case.
Cleaning
from Barbra Streisand and Aswiation reports 1969 sales
NEW
YORK (UPI) - Columbia Pictures signed the ac- by members should total about
For Car or Home
Getting great jazz musicians to- tor as Barbra's co-star in "The $980 million, an increase of 5
5.-oz.
gether is no easy job but once Owl and the Pussycat"
per cent over 1968.
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OTASCO
LAST3DAYS!

itiranCCe
D1,
il
SAVE 12"
PICNIC
JUG
COMPLETE SET-PADDED -REDWOOD

2-Gallon

GAS
CAN

PATIO FURNITURE at ONE LOW PRICE
11

2

EIKO

BRANDIES MACHINERY
USED EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD
-9--92 series with direct start diesel engine,
4 In I bucket - 1% yard
capacity - PRICE
$6.500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model
TD-15 - 151 series tractor with hydrauli
c
angle blade. 20" track shoes PRICE
$7,500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-1
$A tractor with BUCYRUS-ERIE hydraulic
straight blade. 20" track shoes PRICE
$3,500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model
VD-20 - 200 series tractor with
hydraulic
straight blade, double drum power control
unit. metal cab - PRICE
$12,000
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HD-5 crawler loader
with GM 2-71 diesel engine, 13" track
shoes, 1% yard bucket -'Mechanics Special"
- PRICE
61,750
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HD-11B tractor
with hydreulk straight blade, 20" track
shoes, metal cab - PRICE
$6,250
CATERPILLAR Model 955 crawler loader with pony
starting engine, 1% yard bucketPRICE
$6400
CATERPILLAR Model 137 tractor. ST series, straight
blade, double drum power control
unit, HYSTER 07N Winch-"Mechanics Special" PRICE ,
64,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model 224 CRANE with IHC Model
UD-14 diesel engine, no front PRICE
.
$4,250
HOUGH Model HA Paylosider with Waukesha
gas *nem, two wheel drive, % yard
bucket - PRICE
$1,750
HOUGH Model HF Payloader with lumber forks, no
bucket, Hercules gas engine, two
wheel drive - PRICE
$2,250
CATERPILLAR Model 9110 rubber tired loader with
V4 1118181 engine, 23.5 a 25 tires, enclosed cab. 4 yard spade nose bucket - PRICE
$32,500
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model TS-360 Motor Scraper with 6
cylinder A.C. diesel engine, 20
yards heaped capacity, 24.00 a 29 tires - PRICE
65,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model 5-91 pull scraper with 16.00 is
20 tints, haw Profile bowl. 15
yards heaped capacity - PRICE
$2,750
BARBER-GREENE Model TA-30 wheel ditcher with GM 3-53
diesel engine, 18" pads,
10" buckets for 15" cut, less than 201 hours. 1969 model PRICE
$19,900

Brandeis Machinery & Supply Corporation
NORTH BELTLINE HIGHWAY
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001
TOM SHEPHERD (507) 4434591 ir 4024299

-
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Douglas To Head Western
Waterland Tourism Group

A

T'BIES

-

Mrs. Doris Morris
Funeral Services
Are Held Today

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Two Will
(Cesttlsosd Frees Foos Outs)

something in the ground and
fill with water.

I SEEN &HEARD .

Federal State Market News
Service, 8-7-69. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market- report
includes 10 buying stations.
Receipts 1222; Barrows and
Gilts, fully steady; Sows, fully
steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs. $26.50-27.00;
few no. 2 $27.25.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 526.00-26.50;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs. 525.25-26.00;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs. $24.75-25.25;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 521.25-22.25;
few $23.50.
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $20,25-21.25;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 519.50-20 25

Sam Foy looking well.
titaltment,
)
romoiPa.
tnuegi
nis tyPpe
but apparently he did.
Fly your flag whenever you
think of it. No need to wait
who
forgotten
In case you have
for special days like Flag Day
the other two were, Enoch and or July Fourth. It's no crime
Elijah.
to be patriotic and nothing to
be ashamed of.
As someone suggested, they are
not Shadrack, Meshach a n d Dan McKinney is a sharp young
Abednego.
business man.

The funeral services for Mrs. state-wide speech festival for
Doris Gibbs Morris of MurrsY 38 years.
toGILBERTSVILLE, Ky., Aug. sponsor the annual Fishing
A professional person will be Route Two are being held
He earned the master's de6- Dick Douglas of Fairdealing Derby and a promotional bro- added to the staff as the organ- day at 330 p.m. at the chapel gree at George Peabody College
in Marshall County Tuesday chure will be published in No- ization becomes fully financed, of the Max H. Churchill Fun- in Nashville and was a teacher,
eral Home with Bro. Norman principal and superintendent of
night was elected president of vember.
he added.
and Bro Henry Har- the Calloway County Schools
Culpepper
Kentucky's Western Waterland,
A program called "SeptemberUniversity of Kentucky deofficiating.
gis
before joining the staff at MurInc.
lest" involving square dancing
velopment specialists Ed NetherPallbearers are George Ed ray State.
Douglas, Kentucky Lake resort contests on a national level also land of Princeton and Woodrow
By the way that is Beef Strog- The car in which the young lady
Waldrop, Charles Breedlove, In recognition of his years of
operator and veteran leader in is in the final stages of promoCoots of Paducah have assisted
Mike ay./ Aion to Murray State, the
anoff. If you want Chicken met her death with Edward
Hays,
Jim
Lamb,
Charles
efforts to promote tourism in tion.
In the educational and organiza- Eberle, and Gerald Jones. BurStronganoff, use Chicken in- Kennedy was upside down in
campus
the
on
oldest
building
Western Kentucky, was named
The membership campaign of tional efforts in the formation of
stead of Beef.
the Murray Ceme- - Wrather Hall, the adminisin
will
be
ial
the water, however the wheels
at a meeting of KWW, Inc., at KWW, Inc., is in full swing with
KWW, Inc.
tery with the a-rangements by
for 45 years-of the car stuck out of the
Ken-Bar Inn here.
the following directors making
A long and thorough study of the Max H. Churchill Funeral tration building
Jackie Kennedy has been nam- water.
was selected to bear his name.
Other officers are Smith up the solicitation committee:
the Gatlinburg, Tenn., concept Home.
ed worst dressed woman of the
Waterfield, the only man in
Broadbent Jr., Cadiz, vice pres- • Marshall-Douglas, John Per- of tourist promotion preceded
year because of the wedding Marilyn Ellis in town visiting.
Mrs. Morris, age 39, died Kentucky history to be elected
ident; Ed Johnstone, Princeton, ryman, Heerde, Carl Hamilton;
the organization.
dress she chose when she mar- She and N. B. live in Arkansas.
Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. at the twice to the office of lieutensecretary, and Frederick (Bud) McCracken - Jack Bailey, P. J.
ried the Greek shipping magMurray-Callcrway County Hospi- ant governor, has served six
ifeerde, Benton, treasurer.
Grumley; Calloway -Tom
nate.
tal. Her death was due to sessions as a presiding officer
_ Cities named Stroud in OklaMrs. Elizabeth Weber is a Brown, Max Hurt; Trigg-Bread--- leukemia.
in the General Assembly, four (Contintme Frets Pew On)
homa, England, Canada and Aus'staff member and clerical secre- bent; Christian - William
dry,
some
rain.
It's
her
parents,
Wit
need
are
Survivors
in the Senate as lieutenant gov(Continued From Fees One)
tralia hold a brick and rolling
betime
any
office
tary-treasurer.
county
the
baths
filled
bird
the
Bryan; Lyon - Philip Glenn, L.
so keep
$19.00 Mr. and Mrs. Virgil N. Gibbs; ernor and two in the Hoube
pin throwing contest each year
The organization -- which has B. Harper; Livingston -Dave number in unit, fined
daughter, Lisa Jean Morris; son of Representatives as speaker fore August 25. Eligible voters and if you have some Squirrels
$4.50.
costs
and exchange results by telepetitions
m
many
may sign as
been formulated over a two-year Calhoun; Caldwell County-John
and
Mr.
water
out
for
daughter-in-law,
pans
of
keep
and
in 1944 and 1946.
Elmer Dillon, public drunkenperiod by a steering committee Williams, Johnstone.
Morris; His career of public service they wish. Additional nominat- them or sink coffee cans or gram.
$15.00 costs $4.50. Mrs. Michael Wade
fined
ness,
headed by Broadbent - commitgrandson, Michael Shayne Mor- spans about 30 years and in- ions may be made by the inMembership is open to a n y
W. R. Bloom, driving while
ted itself to a broad program of person or firm interested in t h e
Mrs. Ulis Woods; two cludes eight years as chairman cumbent ASC community and
intoxicated, amended to reck- ris; sister,
(Bud) and Jesse of the Legislative Research county ,ommittees, ne nomindevelopment in a Kentucky development of the area, s a i ci
Glen
brothers,
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
Lake-Barkley Lake area cover- Douglas.
Dwain Gibbs; her children's fa- Commission, which 1.?„ was in- ating procedure seeks to insure
$4.50.
Ralph Morris, their grand- strumental in helping to or- fair and impartial elections by
ing Marshall, McCracken, Livther,
Lonnie Tucker. public drur.•
reducing vote splintering of
Mrs. Marelle Morris, ganize.
mother,
:ngston, Lyon, Trigg, Calloway,
Replace your old picture tube with the highest quality
kenness, given fifteen days in
minority
group candidates.
grandmother,
and their great
Caldwell and Christian counties.
He served a year as chairman
City Jail at hard labor.
get an 6-year warranty at no extra cost!
comand
ASC
of
election
The
Mrs. W. B. Lipford.
The program is designed to
of the National Conference of
J. W. Wilson, public drunkencommittees throughout
munity
(Continued
From
Pees 1)
provide facilities and programs
Lieutenant Governors during
FOLKS, DON'T BE MISLED BY OTHERS .
ness, given fifteen days in City
the Nation will be held this
which will bring more tourists nado two miles north of Flood- Jail at hard labor.
his final four years as lieutenCALL OR COME BY AND SEE US!
during the third week in
year
ant governor from 1963 to 1967. September. In Calloway County,
to the waterlands of Western wood. Eino Garvi and his wife
L. S. Caudill, driving while
He served previously from 1955 the elections will be held by
Kentucky.
survived unhurt by racing to intoxicated, amended to reckto
1959.
An executive committee w a s the basement and crouching a- less driving, fined $100-00 casts
mail during the third week in
Final rites were held this
Waterfield has been publish- September. Ballots will be mailformed of elective officers. Jack gainst a wall. The twister lift- $4.50.
for
o'clock
eleven
morning at
Bailey of Paducah and Col. ed their home from above them.
312 N. 4th Street
Pat Harrell, driving while in- William C. Caldwell of Lynn er of the Hickman County Ga- ed to all known eligible voters.
zette since 1934 and raises pure- Each
Thomas Brown of Murray will "I went through it once before," toxicated, fined $120.00 costs Grove Route One.
community election will
bred cattle on his farm in Hickdirect the program details with Mrs. Carvi said. "I figured if $4.50, no operator's license, finchoose three community comRev. Dwain Franklin officiatthe following working commit- the house goeJ, it goes."
ed $15.00 costs $4.50, for a to- ed at the services held at the man County. He is president of mitteemen and two alternates.
The worst devastation occur- tal of $144.00.
tees: public relations, advertischapel of the Max IL Churchill the Frankfort-based Investors The regular members elected
W. D. Howell, driving while Funeral
ing and publicity, travel and boat ed in Cass County, along a 30Home. Pallbearers Heritage Life Insurance Com- will serve as delegates to the
shows, financial, publications mile swath from Emily to Hill intoxicated, amended to rect. were Billy Paul Howard, Char- pany.
county convention, where farm-City, with Outing as its center. less driving, fined $100.00 costs les K. Miller, Bobby Jetton, He served in 1942 as presiand membership.
ers will be elected to fill vacanA tourism promotion exhibit is Most of the deaths came when $4.50.
Jackie Cochran, Leon Chamb- dent of the Kentucky Press As- 'cies on the ASC county comF. D. Woodard, driving while ers, and Urie Kelso.
planned for the Illinois Du Quoin a twister slammed through the
sociation.
mittee.
State Fair, Kentucky State Fair four cabins near Outing of a intoxicated, amended to reckInterment was in the MurThe Harry Lee Waterfield
costs
summer
$100130
camp of the Bethany less driving, fined
ray Cemetery with the arrange- Student Union Building, CMIandtheClevelandBoatand
tIll
Can Crusher
Fellowship Church Association $4.50.
Travel Show.
ments by the Max H. C.:urchin pleted in 1959 on the campus
O tt*
driving Funeral Home.
A
(UPI)
of
reckless
Japan
Bloomington,
Minn.,
a
MinColson,
OSAKA,
D.
J.
University,
is
of Murray State
T h e organization also will
t ell
neapolis suburb.
and no aparater's license, finMr. Caldwell, age 76, passed Lamed in honor of Waterfield. Japanese firm has developed a
Mrs Dene Taylor, wife of the ed $25.00 costs $4.50.
The three men formerly hon. machine which could be installaway Tuesday at the MurrayCass County coroner, said,
R. E. Young, disorderly con- Callow; y Coonty Hospital.
ored by Murray State with hon- ed in parks or fair grounds to
'Their cottages were literally duct, fined $25.00 costs $4.60.
He is survived by his wife, orary doctorate degrees are Dr. crush tin cans into blocks for
picked up and dumped in RooL. V. Blanton, public cirur.
Deccere Beaman; daugh- Ralph H. Woods, president em- easy disposal.
sevelt Lake."
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- ter, Mrs. Purdom Outland; two eritus, Kentucky author a n d
The Can Peko press will crush
The funeral for Hubb Hill of
Five Bodies Identified
50.
sons, Cody and Charles Cald- poet Jesse Stuart, md Kentucky 140 empty drink cans into oneMrs. Taylor said the Cass
Hazel Route One, was held toW. T. Mowell, roAless driv- well; sister, Mrs. Rose:e C..- Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
sixth their original volume in
day at three p.m. at the South County sheriff had told her ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
John Ed Pearce, associate three minutes, the manufacturman, brother, Emmett CaldPleasant Grove United Method- husband to prepare his naorg..e
w. A. Ross, illegal possess- well; three grandchildren, Mrs. editor and editorial writer of ers say. The machine weighs
ist Church with Rev. Tommy for 14 boci!cs. Zignt hours after ion of beer, fined $15.00 casts Wendell Gottman, Mrs. Paul A. the Louisville Courier-Journal, 1,760 pounds, occupies 21.4
aacitson ana Rev. Elbert Johns the disaster, seven bodies had $4.50.
Beckwith, and AFC Jerry Cald- will deliver the commencement square feet and sells for 650,000
officiating.
been brought to the morgue but
J. B. Calvaresi, speeding, fin- well.
address at graduation exercises yen ($1,805).
Active pallbearers were Bud only five were identified, in- ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
Friday.
Twenty of the can crushers
Myers, Judge Paschall, Paul cluding an Outing man, two woJ. S. Cathey, illegal possessscheduled to be installed
are
Dunn, Elisha Orr, Preston men from Bloomington, a wo- ion of beer, fined $15.00 costs
in the 1970 world exposition
Everts, and Jack Humphreys. man from Richfield and a $4.50,
at Osaka, Japan's second larglist
were young girl from Bloomington. D. J. Potts, no safety helmet,
pallbearers
Honorary
city.
members of his Sunday School
Mrs. Taylor said that among fined $10.00 costs suspended.
Funeral services for Melvin
Class at South Pleasant Grove the missing was the Rev. ArC. R. Yearry, unnecessary Lawrence of 415 North 6th (Continued From Fags One)
Church.
thur Olson, former China noise, fined $15.00, costs $4.50. Street were held today at two
Burial was in the church branch director of the LutherM. W. Cauley, illegal possess- p.m. at the chapel of the Max ed and four barracks demolishcemetery with the arrange- an World Federation, whose ion of beer, fined $15.00 costs H. Churchill Funeral Home with ed.
Military spokesmen said U S
ments by the Miller Funeral wife and daughter were among $4-50.
Rev. Loyd Wilson and Rev.
i-•
trocinc
Home of Hazel.
R. M. Devine, reckless driv- Gerald Owen officiating.
the dead. Also missing were a
battles
that
killed
52 CommunHill, age 63, died Wednesday 5-year-old girl and a 14-year- ing, lined $100.00 costs $4.50.
Serving as palltJearers were
J. E. Downey, reckless driv- Billy Jones, Max Jones, Carlie ist soldiers. Helicopter gunat four a.m. at the Murray-Cal- old boy, fellow campers with
1,away County Hospital. His wife, Olson at the church resort.
ing, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
B. Puckett, Odell William, ships supporting troops of the
P. E. McWherter, speeding, Brice Ratterree, and Frank U.S. 4th Infantry Division killAlso known to be dead were
Mrs. Lucille Charlton Hill, died
October 31, 1988.
a Minneapolis man and his sis- amended to reckless driving, Heavrin. Burial was in the Elm ed 21 Communist troops near
fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
He was preceded in death by ter-in-law.
OM/
Grove Cemetery with the Max An Khe, 280 miles northeast of
Bruce
Woodford, Walker, S. R. Tucker, illegal possess- H. Churchill Funeral Home in Saigon. There were no U.S
two sisters, Mrs. Odie Wilkercasualties.
son and Mrs. Ruth Paschal, Minn., told of finding the a- ion of beer, fined $15.00 costs charge of the arrangements.
One American was killed and
and two brothers, Clifford and bandoned car of a motorist $4.50.
Mr. Lawrence, age 73, died
D. A. Brame, illegal possess- Tuesday at his home. He is six wounded in a battle between
who had disregarded a warnL. H. (Pete) Hill.
Survivors are his father-in- ing against heading into the ion of beer, fined $15.00 costs survived by his wife, Mrs. Co- a US.-South Vietnamese force
law, Henry Charlton; two bro- tornado area just south of $430.
ale Williams Lawrence; daugh- and a Communist platoon near
J. R. Goggans, failing to ap- trg, Mrs. AMA_ AJ1on 19# Go Dau Ha, 34 miles northwest
thers-in-law and sisters-in-law, Backus. He couldn't find the
V. •
-were
J#r„_and Airs. Hildred Paschall motorist. Woodford also search pear nit court as - I II
sons, Carl and Paul Lawrence; • Saigon'. -Both battles
A
and Mr. and Mrs. Hester Charl- ed without success for if- man Citatioff No. 2802 for reckless brother, Frank Lawrence; eight Wednesday.
Another
300
U.S.
troops
flew
ton; three brothers, L. J., Ben, he said he saw parachute from driving, August 2, 1969, for- grandchildren; one great grandPresident Nixon's plan to with
and Bill Hill.
a light plane caught in t he feited bond in amount of $50.00 child.
draw 25,000 soldiers by the end
which he posted in cash.
storm.
of this month. They were from
W. R. Cathey, driving while
Piggyback mileage
Nuclear energy is expected a field hospital unit and an
VALUES TO 50*
intoxicated, fined $150.00 costs
(FLIP-FLOPS)
NEW YORK (UPI) - Annual Chemical gain in Mexico
Sidewalk Sale Price
$4.50, no operator's license, to supply about 36 per cent of ordnance battalion headquartSidewalk Sale Price
.
U.S. electricity by 1980, coni- ers company.
railroad mileage logged by Trailer
fined
$100.00
costs
$4.50,
for
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - The
pared with less than 1 per cent
Train piggyback cars is equal to output of the Mexican chemical a total of $259.00.
A group of 750 troops of a
4,500 round trips to the moon, industry in 1968 - excluding
battalion of the US. 9th InEmett Bailey, disorderly con- now.
* * *
fantry Division will leave Bien
12 round trips to the sun and pharmaceuticals, paints and plas- duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
Hos Air Base near Saigon Fri87,000 trips around the earth. tics - increased 15.2 per cent
There are 911,225 motor ve- day for Hawaii. It will bring to
The 51,000-car fleet of the com- over the previous year, reaching
The 1969 budget of Petroleos
pany, owned by major railroads, a value of $920 million, accord- Mexicanos, the Mexican govern- hicles registered in Finland, 13,250 the number of Ameni
accumulates 247,000 miles hour- ing to the National Chemical ment oil monopoly, is $1,345, more than half of them pri- can soldiers withdrawn since
vate cars.
the pullout began July 8.
ly.
440,000(b), the agency says.
Industry Association.
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COLOR PICTURE TUBES

Minnesota

William Caldwell
Rites Held Today

TV SERVICE CENTER
'v753-5165
tedan
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Funeral Is Today
For Hubb Hill

HOUSE

Establishes

NEW HOURS

Sunday thni Thursday
10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

•

Melvin Lawrence
Final Rites Held

Friday and Saturday
10 a.nri. to 1 a.m.

Viet uong

131ENe,FFRAN KLIN P
Store Hours: 8:30-5:00; Friday till 9:00 p.m.

4th & Main

Murray, Kentucky

SIDEWALK

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts6
131-

l'S

dr,
•
Oki!

AND TEN POU.ARS TO 01 FAVOKTE
CHARITY IS HARD TO TURN DOWN
ALTHOUGH I DESPISE THAT
TERM "FAVORITE cHARav"

I'LL ADMIT THAT
I'D LIKE 70 EE
ABLE TO GIVE UP
1H15 BLANKET

ill

I'M NOT 5URE I COULD GIVE UP MY
BLANKET NO MATTER HOW GOOD A
DEAL I byks OFFERED, 3.U1 HAVE I
T1-(E R1&HT TO DEPRIVE 539IE GROUP
OF KELP? AM I MAT SELFISH ?

OH,GRAMMA,
DO YOU BUG ME?!

I'M GOING TO ASK
THAT NEW BLONDE
FORA DATE--)

4.44
try
144

446

borszymtSMELLING
SALTS

itt
tit

•••
• ••
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LADIES SHOES

14 SPONGES

••

Ii

-AND IF SHE
SAYS YES,
I KNOW I'LL

IN PACKAGE
Sidewalk Sale Price .

3"V pkg.

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

Stick
Horses

laktdteumbal
by Ernie Busluniller

QUICK ---EafEk I N4Ct

104Z pr.

500pr.

Ittz

Nancy

& S

50 ea.

-

Egon
THANKS,
NANCY NOW
,---L.STAND BY

LADIES THONGS

VALUES TO $3.00
Sidewalk Sale Price . . .

41.

O•

GREETING LANUS

VALUES TO 69e
Sidewalk Sale Price . .

-

aSe
iLAST C

Baskets 1
Sidewalk Sale Price . .

FAINT

100 ea.

74(t ea.

11
•/ILA :41' 4...s

-a; IMi
ft*
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QUALITY AT THE LOWEST ?RICE

=4- '0114.011F

PAOZZION?
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&
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UNCLE IEFF MUST MAKE ROOM FOR HIS

NEW DISCOUNT

Ir21v'1:KmpraTsit1i VT

P- HCOAMIRNGMSOAONCY

Police search the suspected trailer in Salina
s, Calif.

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

Over 200 Cases
Buy all you want

12-MURDER SPREE?—Police are investigating the similar
ity
between murder of seven young women in
Michigan and five
in California. Three of the California victim
s from left)
were Susan Hennessy, 17, Salinas; Virgin
ia Smith, 13,
Claremont; Roxie Ann Phillips, 17, of Milwau
kie, Ore., whose
nude body was found in Carmel Woods.
In Michigan, John
N. Collins, 22, Eastern Michigan U. senior,
is charged with
one murder. A friend, Andrew Manuel,
25, with whom he
went to California hauling a house trailer
, is being sought.

TV profile

Actress-mother

Reg. 39t

FAN

Lattle5

Roll
About Stand

Entire Stock

CLOSE OUT

ALUMINUM
FOLDING COTS

9/(firconie144,

4

hostess can help you,
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
"I'm going to become an
She will bring gifts and
activist," she says. "Bid it's
vital information from
not just California, the whole
your neighborhood busiworld is polluting the air and
ness and civic leaders.
the water. I don't know how
• Call Liricl* Adams effective I'll be. But if all I
•
Plume 7534375 can do is carry a placard.
that's
for me."
-

The Most
Famous Basket
• in the Worlds

*mmommoommI

Joyce agrees that her fellow
regulars on the show, Her
Edelman, Bob Denver are "Good
Guys," but Hal Lynch is best'of
r

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
A complete line. America's quality•built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
*tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms Capacities: 3,600
to 36.000 pounds.

0111Y $

12

$

GEM ERMA.ELECTRIC

10187
draft
753-8

26 LI
$45.0

SANDLES
100

Howard Henderson
South- Fulton, Tenn
901/479.26

ROAD BUILDERS
ammorame,
COMleVoi

.10,1,1un Si —M•mphis, Tennelsire
Si,
— U"o. C.fy,Titnnessee
r,..en.op iS, Sou
— Cot.. eh; Movs,supp,
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width

do ai
ing &
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1987
boat

I
tor. A

Pair

8600.

1966
cycle,
miles.
after

APPLI
507 Vi

PATENT

PIANC
nut f
$225.0e
5:00 p

SCUFFS

1988
perfect
Trail I
753-656

BLONI
suit, $1
electric
$135.00
chairs,
before
after 3:

$19.91

66'

Mc Grow - Edison
2 Speed
1 Yr. Guaruntee

KENHC
Phone

ONE S(
several
7%B an
new. PI

SPECIAL

EVERY'
Also
N
Phone 7
KEEP

kallerns tosr

Illirhampoc
Home o

ANTIQL:
glass an
art gla&

Reg. $14.77

day and
Stre

lar

SPRAY, STEAM
& DRY IRON
Model F-92
25 Steam Hiles— wrinkle smoothing
steam coverage from soleplate steam
vent pattern.
Manual Spray — Warm misty spray
each time button is depressed —operates on steam or dry settings
Saddle Plate — Ironing temperature
guide for most popular fabrics, including Permanent Press.
Water Window — Helps prevent overfilling — shows water level at a glance
when you should refill
Custom contoured handle — Heat
resistant, grips easily, ironing fatigue
is reduced.

ONLY $ 1297
GENERAL.ELECTRIC

TWO P
eight w
ed, good
753-7139

AUTOMATIC
CIFFEE MAKER

PORTAI
dishwast
753-3869

Model CM 10

BEAUTI
puppies,
753-5809
South 1

Handy Brew Selector — lets you select
the strength of coffee you prefef
-lteepsItarm- Heating Unit -coffee at serving temperature
Anodized Aluminum Body — stays
shiny and clean with a minimum of
care.
Ample Capacity — you can brew 4 to
8 five ounce cups of delicious coffee,
or 2 to 3 cups with Mini-Brew •
Easy To Read Cup Markings — tell you
how much water to add
Dripless Spout — permits easy pouring
of coffee

1968 1*.
naotorcy<

Er INFANTS GOWNS
Prints
sldisind

ONLY $ 11s

99c

MATCHING RUFFLES

$139

ion DACRON DOUBLE KNITS

SOLID COLOR MATERIAL

Our Everyday Low 880
Price

1

BACK-TO-SCHOOL PRINTS

$388

Washable

KNIT BOOTIES

GENERAL., ELECTRIC

CREATE THE FASHION THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU
with THE RIGHT FABRIC

$1.18

Er INFANTS SHIRTS
100% Machine

LANOKINS®
$2.58

2-piece
Diaper Sets

PLASTIC PANTS
4 F. 080

Our Everyday Low
Price

WHITES AND COLORS
TAYLOR® MADE

15-x17"

R

BIRDSEYE®
$1.88

27"x27"

PAMPERS
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

Woolens & Wool Blends Bonded a Unbonded

SOLIDS, PLAIDS, HEATHERS & HERRINGBONES

30
NEWBORN
30

$299

Shop Dude Jeffs and Save

DAYTIME

ROCKABYE®
RECEIVING BLANKETS
Solids & Prints

Aug
BES1

Little Tot Diapers

Mfg Suggested
$3.00

INFANTS PADS

ter 5:00

2'R

0
ow. ••••••.•

OMARK

noon.

GREEN, YELLOW, WHITE, & BLUE

2 SLICE TOASTER

The

9 a. m. - 9 p. m.
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.

Special Purchase Ladies

$6.97

family.
She also digs around the gar- Mirror-Like Chrome Finish—A few wipes
with cloth or tissue restores its bright
den in the sunshine pruning shine.
plants, trimming hedges or sun- Compact Design—
Takes up a minimum
bathing.
of space.
Her idea of boredom is shop- Wide Toast Slots—Accommodate most
ping. Unlike all actresses, and sizes of bread slices, as well as English
most women, Joyce would ra- Muffins and frozen waffles.
Extra High Toast Lift—Raises toast to
a
ther--work-dise-prowl-the bou- height where
you can easily remove it.
tiques. She wears casual Cali- Hinged Crumb Tray—Snaps
open for easy
fornia clothes and particularly cleaning.
Product Dimensions: (LWH) 91
favors pants and pert hats.
/
2" x Oh"
x 63/s".
Joyce moved to Hollywood Product
Weight: 3.1 Lbs.
from New York in 1961 when Rated 1000
watts at 120 volts, AC only.
Broadway shows began dimin- 5 foot attached
cordset.
ishing in number. Now she is Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
a confirmed Californian and de- Warranty, see your use and care book.
termined to do something about Dependable service thru GE Service Centers or authorized Service Stati,,,,s see
the smog.
the Yellow Pages.

roon
full)
wail

orary

No Limit

once a week to tidy up th
fl.By VERNON SCOTT
Hollywood Correspondent four bedrooms, four baths, sp
1121
_
dons oak-paneled dining room
HOLL 1 WOOD (UPI) — office and living room.
Joyce Van Patten, who plays
Husband Hal, who is a sing
Claudia Gramus in "The Good and actor, is also a master car
Cuys," lives a considerably less penter. He has filled their horn
hectic life away from the mad- with numerous beautifully cra
cap series than she does on ted pieces of furniture, includi
screen.
a desk, dressers, and beds. A
Joyce has the following: one time he made superb guitars.
CLOSE OUT
blonde hair, blue eyes, a husband named Hal Lynch, two Busy Schedule
children and two cats.
Joyce works from 6:30 a.m.
Her offspring are Casey, 16, to 6:30 p.m.
Her schedule
and Tails, 10.
makes it difficult for her to keep
The eats just moved in on regular hours in the kitchen.
the family without invitation
"When I'M not working I
and for no apparent reason were
named Pearl and Rastus.
Joyce and her family live do all the cooking for the famin one of those big old Spanish ily," she says. "But when the
houses built in the smogless days series is in full swing for good
of Southern California when old CBS, the family runs out
residentrrchose to think of them- for pizza or fried chicken."
Because her mother is of Itaaches as living in the splendor
extraction, Joyce has masian
of the conquistadors.
However it takes more than tered Italian cookery which sui
stucco walls and red tile roofs all members of the family.
to live the life of a Spanish
Hal and Joyce entertain
grandee.
much as possible, usually limit
Therefore Joyce is a typical ing their dinner
parties to th
AUTOMATIC
working actress-mother.
other couples
A cleaning woman comes in circle of some from their soc
20 or so friends
most of whom are performers
On off days and on weeken
Joyce enjoys playing tennis o
public courts or at the home o Toast Color Selector—Lets you select a
toast shade for every member of your
a friend.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

OUTLAND
BAKERY

SAVE Big! Do your own rug
and upholstery cleaning with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K.
A-9-C
1985 PARKWOOD mobile home.
10' x 52' with 4' x 10' living
room extension, two bedrooms,
fully furnished, air conditioned,
washer and carpeting. Phone
753-7584 after 5:30 p.m. A-7-C
1987 TR4A BRG. Am being
drafted. Must sell now. Call
753-8338 before 5:00 p.m. A-9-C
26 INCH RIDING lawn mower.
$45.00 Brown tweed comtemporary sofa. Call 753-7616 afterA-8-C
noons.
DRAPES, 82" long, triple
width, 133" traverse rod, avocado antique satin lined, matching single pair, two pair beige.
A-8-C
Phone 753-8'732.
1967 MODEL POLAR Craft jon
boat with six h.p. Evinrude motor. All equipment. Phone 492A-8 P
8600.
1966 NORTON 750 CC motorapproximately
5,500
cycle,
miles. Must sell. Call 753-4503
A-19-P
after 6:00 p.m.
APPLES and peaches. Paul Dill,
A-8--C
507 Vine.
PIANO, CONSOLE model, walnut finish, like new. Price
$225.00. Phone 753-5480 after
A-8-C
5:00 p.m.
1968 TRIUMPH Tiger 500 cc,
perfect condition. 1968 Honda
Trail 90 only 900 miles. Phone
A-8-C
753-6565.
BLOND MAHOGANY bedroom
suit, $50.00. 40 inch Frigidaire
electric range, two years old,
$135.00. Breakfast set with 6
chairs, $35.00. Phone 753-8134
before 3:00 p.m. and 753-8713
A-&C
after 3:00 p.m.
KENMORE automatic washer.
Phone 489-3877 after 5:00 p.m.
A-8-C
ONE SOLID COTTON mattress,
several pairs of shoes, sizes
7413 and 7AA and purses. Like
A-9-P
new. Phone 753-6582.
EVERYTHING FOR the baby.
Also wringer type washer.
1-T-C
Phone 753-5338.
cleaning prouse Blue Lustre
Rent electric
Western Auto.
Wishing Well"
A-9-C
ANTIQUES - Lot of pattern
glass and furniture. Few pieces
art glass and furniture. Thursday and Friday only, 1000 PopA-9Z
lar Street.
TWO POINTER female pups,
eight weeks old, lemon spotted, good stock. Call 435-5455 or
A-9-C
753-7139.
TV, installable
PORTABLE
dishwasher, baby buggy. Phone
A-9-C
753-3869.
BEAUTIFUL AKC Chihuahua
puppies, six weeks old. Phone753-5809 or may be seen at 403
A-9-C
South 12th.
1968 BSA Firebird scrambler
motorcycle. Phone 753-3657 afA-9-C
ter 5:00 p.m.

JET-A-MARINA
Highway a next to
Jet-A-Burger in
Calvert City, Ky.

LARGE LOT or lots on corner
across the road from watershed
near Coles Campground Church.
Land is on Vester Crouse farm
or the late Robert Crouse farm.
Chestnut Street
If interested call 247-2539 or
PHONE 753 5434
TWO-BEDROOM air condition- write 205 West Fuller, Mayfield,
AUTOS FOR SALE
A-7-C
ed house in Hazel. Call 492-8277 Ky. 42066.
WE WILL BE CLOSED
A-8-C
or 492-8436.
AUGUST 11 THROUGH
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I, price
BILLS BUYS
FAIRVIEW ACRES - 3-bed• AUGUST 16
$700.00. Phone 753-6206. A-7-P
BEAUTIFUL HOME with rental
room brick. Has large living
boys. This property
1968 CHEVROLET truck, % to
kitchen with built-in rooms for
room,
from college and
make
improvements
block
and
one
is
duty
ton with long bed. Heavy
range, family room with sliding
street. Excellent
major
repairs
a
on
necessary
to
better
throughout. Low mileage. 435glass doors to backyard, utility
as well
investment,
commercial
A-7-P serve our customers.
4482.
room, 1% baths with ceramic
be proud to
We regret any Inconveni- tile, electric heat, hardwood as a home you can
Very reasonable down1955 CHEVROLET Bel Air, ence to you, our
customer, floors, carport, outside storage own.
required.
payment
V-8, automatic, four door sedan, during this
time and we will and se: acre lot.
-BEDROOM HOME, with
low mileaOt motor, licensed, in2
NICE
fill Special Orders for deco- SOUTH 4TH STREET - 3-bedspected, good running condition.
full upstairs, carport and utility
rated cakes during this week room frame with living room, room built on. Paved driveway.
Call 753-2475 after five p.m.
kitchen, large utility room and.
A-7-C' when orders are placed in enclosed garage. Large lot is Priced to sell and can be ocadvance
cupied immediately.
zoned for commercial usage.
camprnobile,
VOLKSWAGEN
TWO ADJACENT lake lots in
LYNN
GROVE
2
-bedroom
ascompletly equipped. Low mileREOPENING
Bluff Shores. Priced very
bestos shingle. Has living room, Pine
age. 1969 Model. Phone 753reasonably.
MONDAY,
kitchen, bath, lots of closet;
5918.
A-7-P
TWO LAKEFRONT LOTS in
AUGUST 11th
and outside storage space. InLakeway Shores. Beautiful view
BY OWNER: 1967 Corvette
cluded are automatic washer,
each. Each lot 150 feet
from
NOTICE
-speed,
Coupe, dark green, 4
air conditioner and TV antenna.
deep.
AM-FM radio, 24,000 miles
ALMO HEIGHTS - 2-bedroom
V-8, automatic transmission, air conditioning, vinyl trim.
WILSON REALTY CO.,
A-7-P ELECTROLUX SALES & Set- asbestos shingle. Has living WAYNE
62-2243.
,vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
across from post office, Murray,
and
good
room, kitchen, bath
753-3263.
Phone
1964 SIMCA. Ideal for second IL Sanders. Phone 382-3176, sized corner lot. Located at in- Kentucky,
August-12-C
Nita phones: Wayne Wilson,
car or for someone needing Lynnville, Ky.
and
Ky
tersection
of
US
641
Four door, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, solid white finish
733-5086; Edna Knight, 753parts, $125.00. Phone 438-2458
ON AND AFTER July 31, 1969 484.
with blue interior. A solid clean car.
4910; Bill Adams, 753-3657;
or 753-8414.
A-7-C
I will not be held responsible HAZEL - 10-room frame with Charles M Daniel 753.4805.
1955 CHEVROLET, 32'i. Chrome for any debts other than my 1% baths and electric heat. Lo1TC
wheels, new tires. Can be seen own. James A. Lyons. A-15-C cated on corner lot across street
from Baptist Church.
Wide oval tires, light blue finish With matching interior. Boys, check
LARGE 4-BEDROOM brick on
at 506 North 5th Street, after
THE 641 Slaughter House will SUBURBAN HAZEL - 30 acres South 11th Street, has large
this car.
5:00 p.m.
A-8-C
be closed the week of August on blacktop road. Owner will family room, large living room
1966 T-BIRD Landau, two door, 11 for redecoration and will re- sell for $12,500 cash or % with dining area, den, 2 baths,
A-11-C down and balance in 3 years at dishwasher, range, disposal,
power brakes, power steering, open August 18.
air conditioned, stereo and lots
Four wheel drive, mud and snow tires, light green finish.
6% per annum.
utility, carport with storage
of other extras. Low mileage, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
3 ACRES ON VAN CLEAVE room on nice shady lot. Owner
one owner, clean, excellent
ROAD - Approximately 50 is leaving the 18th of August
mechanical condition, $2,500.00. REDUCLI) by owner: Three- large oak trees make this a will consider any reasonable
on
Keeneland
brick
Four door sedan, six cylinder, standard transmission, two tcne, red
Green 0, Wilson 753-3536 after bedroom
beautiful building site. 3 miles offer.
and white finish.
A-9-C Drive with lots of extras. Own- from Murray city limits.
4:00 p.m.
-BEDROOM brick just
er must move. Priced to sell. NEAR MURRAY - 10 acres NICE 3
1% years old with central heat,
information.
753-7424
for
locally
Phone
1969 VOLKSWAGEN,
rolling land on blacktop road and air-conditioning, carpet,
A-7-C
bought and owned, 7,000 actual
5 acres of beautiful,shade trees range, dishwasher, disposal.,
miles. Call 713-5255 or see at
Two door hardtop. V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steerLots for with choice building site for range, extra large den, litlity
A-9-P KENTUCKY LAKE
1501 Johnson. .
log real nice aqua finish.
sale: (100' x 200', $695); Central home in the country. Stock barn and carport, two ceramic tile
1963 FORD STATION wagon. water available, lake access and pond for your riding horses. baths, will be vacant August
Power steering and power and boat ramp, $10 down and LAKE HILL PROPERTY - 83 8th, owner would like to make
brakes $250.00. Phone 7534303 $10 per month. Take 121 south- acres. 50 acres in permanent deed before leaving town.
" Two door hardtop, V-8 engine, Overdrive transmission. Extra clean,
A-13-C east to New Concord, then 444 pasture under fence. Has runn- ON THE COLLEGE Farm Road
Ember glow finish.
northeast to Keniana Shores, ing water from springs, small we have a 3-bedroom brick with
follow signs. Phone 438-5320 stock barn. 9 acre corn base 1% baths, family room utility
A-8-C 'Approximately % mile black- and storage room, also has a
ELECTRIC chord organ. Priced
top frontage, with many good 16 x 30 ft. swimming pool. This
reasonable. Phone 753-1715.
E. E. YOUNGBLOOD farm
building sites.
house is for sale for $20,400.
A-11-P
Seventh
and
See or call one of our seven courteous salesmen at
cated in Coldwater, 52 acres 132 ACRE FARM - 7-room WE HAVE A good Duplex on
CAMPER FOR SALE. 1968 over with frontage, on Highway 121 frame house has 4-bedrooms North 6th Street. This place has
Main. Telephone 753-5273
cab for % ton truck. Has all for three building lots. Also and bath. Located on hard sur a 2 car garage, gas heat, some;
necessities. Will sell with or one small lot with hulloing lo- faced road 2 miles east of Tr - carpet and can be bought for
without 1968 Chevrolet truck. cated in Coldwater. If interest- City. 15 acre corn base, 1 acre $11,250.
I
hone 435-4482.
A-7-P ed see or call Mrs. Herman wheat, 1.67 acre dark fired to- WE HAVE A beautiful 3-bedNOTICE
Roach 492-8460, Hazel, Ky., or bacco and .37 acre air cured room brick on Magnolia Drive,
FOR RENT
KENMORE ELECTRIC stove, Ted Youngblood, Mayfield, Ky tobacco.
with 2 baths, den, carpet, large
coppertone. excellent condition.
A-7-C CHOICE LOTS now available ;11 living room with dining area,
FOR RENT - 2-bedroom brick I
Phone 753-6556.
A-7-P
Lynwood Estates, one of Callo- central heat and air-condition-1
house near university. Newly
NEW QUALITY built home de- way County's'neWest subdivis- ing, garage, paved drive t
decorated. Carpet on living -, HELP WANTED
signed for easy living with what
street, Tappan range, dishwashroom and bedroom floors. WANTED; Baby sitter three YOU want in a fine home. Liv- ions. See us for details.
WE NEED additional listings of er, disposal. Immediate possesowner
Available*now. Contact
days a week. Starting with fall ing room, formal dining room 2 and 3-bedroom homes to ful- sion, $27,500.
A-7-P
Located at 13th and Main
st 1709 Calloway Ave.
semester. Phone 762-2453. A-8-P and four bedrooms. All carpet- fill the demand created by the ALSO NEW 3-bedroom brick
in
ed. Also den with fireplace, two large number of new people Bagwell Manor, has den,
enfor
NEW
YOU?
Try
it
on
A
Panon
Cabin
TWO-BEDROOM
full baths, entrance hall, kit- now locating in Murray.
trance hall, central heat and
orama Shores. Phone 753-5067. size: a business of your own, chen complete with GE built- FULTON YOUNG REALTY, air-conditioning, carpet, two
community,
on
in
your
own
A-7-P
in appliances, garage, central
your own time, for an income heat and air, and abundant 4th and Maple Streets. Office baths, General Electric range,
Phone 753-7333. Home phones patio, some shade. Priced at
of your own. And the beauty
TWO - BEDROOM furnished and glamour of Avon C.osmez storage space. Can be seen any- Fulton Young, 7534946; R. B. 525850.
al4c
house near town. No pets al- tics. Ready? Call or write Mrs time by calling 753-3903. A-8-C Patterson, 436-5697; rshmael COME BY AND SEE us for all
A-7-C Evelyn L. Brown, Shady Grove NEW DUPLEX west of college Stinson, 753-1534,
A-8-C your real estate needs, or call-7,
lowed Call 753-6864.
Hoyt or Ray Roberts at 753Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone by owner. Two bedrooms, liv1651.
ROBERTS REALTY, 505
Owner
SALE
by
HOUSE
FOR
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Fur 965-3363
on
A 8-C ing room, dining-kitchen
nished or unfurnished. Lady to
both sides. Also one side has Ideally located, four blocks Main Street.
SERVICES OFFERED
couple perferred. 1000 Poplar
12' x 25' den, carport, utility from the University, two blocks ANTIQUES - Lots of pattern
1-T-C
Street, Murray, Ky., phone 753
and 25' x 26' patio. Opportun from Robertson School, stone's Jar Street.
A-7-P
6898.
ity for rental property, live in throw from new Murray High
one side and rent the other, School. This happens to -be
WITC 1623 Swatact
Has Added A
_Phone 753-8825NICE SHADY LOT for trailer
Jobs to SmatO op urea
bedrooms, large livIng room,
space. Water furntilliair
THREE-BEDROOM house with den-kitchen combination, 14 I WOULD LIKE to buy, green
Altoredited
be
--10
Highoff
Murray
of
miles south
two baths, den, central heat baths, upstairs storage. Two beans, butterbeans, corn and
Free Estimates
way 641. Phone 753-4845 A-11-13
and air. Phone 753-3043.
Contact:
years ago ther, was a new roof other vegetables for freezA-9-C-H put on, redecorated inside and ing. Call 753-6030 after 5:4J0
T-F-N-C
THREE ROOM furnished apartout. Back yard enclosed. Car
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR INSTRUCTION OR RENTAL
ment, electric heat, air conditpet and drapes go with house.
CALL 753-8633 or 489-2855
ioned. Couples or teachers. No
CARPET LAID, 8 years exper- Shown by appointment only, BUTTERBEANS and peas for
pets. 1610 College Farm Road.
ience. All work guaranteed. W. R. Perry 753-4409 or 753- freezing. Phone 753-3485. A-7-C
A-9-P iletereen 5:00 a. m. arid
Phone 753-1600.
Ed Bagwell, 762-4785 af- 2924.
Phone
A-7-C
S:00 o. ea.
A-11-P
ter 5:00 p.m.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

75 USED CARS

1967 Ford Fourdoor Sedan

$1295

1967 Dodge Sedan

$1450

1965 GTO Four Speed

$1395

1965 Scout

1964 Ford Fairlane

1963'Ford Galaxie 500

$750

ON THE SPOT FINANCING

Because of Popular Demand

BOONE'S COIN LAUNDRY

will be open 24 hours daily, except
Saturday will close at 10:00 p.m.
There will be an attendant on duty.
Begins August 4th.
SERVICES OFFERED

Jones Aviation

BLACK TOP PAVING
-

A. Z. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot All
electric, central air and heat.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
August-BC
753-7525.

GET RID OS

PESTS

NEED NEW ROOT-but abort
of money, apply Hy-Klas fibrated asphalt aluminum. An UMW
Lug coating that seals holes,
Locally owned and operatre-vents moisture from getting
through. Reflects 80% of sun's ed for 20 years. We can be
rays and reduces temperature reached 24 hours a day.
by 13 degrees. Serves as InCall Today For FREE
sulation. Do the job for only
Inspection
A*
foot
sguara
cents
a
3
Mee. 7S3-3914
drum
gallon
about special 20
Member Chamber of
price at Hughes Paint Store.
Commerce and Builders
August-25-C
Association. LCP-1911

*

ALL BRANDS of used televisions, guaranteed. See Ili for
your used television. TV service
also. John R. Used Furniture
company, Second and WW1.
A-11-C

$650

1963 Chevrolet Impala

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

syrrs for

25 USED TRUCKS

TB WEEKS SPECIAL

SALE

SEVERAL tifENS'
mile, 1124 42 to 44 long. Call
753-7689.

GOOD F1VE-ROOM house with
full basement and upstairs. Located two miles from University
on one acre lot on Highway 121
A-8-C
Phone 753-1444.

To Choose From

'CLEARANCE
On All
'0 JOHNSON MOTORS
AND BOATS
August and September
BEST PRICES IN THIS
AREA
Open 7 Days A Week
Itch

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

KELLY'S Pat
CONTROL

by R. Van Buren

CUSTODIANS WILL clean offices or churches. Phone 7532972.
A-7-P
I WOULD LIKE to keep children in my home beginning the
end of August. References furnished. Phone 753-8283.
A-7-C

YOU 60 DOWN AND BAIL_
OUT YOUR CAR,6nR.SCRAPPLE ,
AND WHEN YOU RETURN,
WE'LL TALK ABOUT THE
ROCKING CHAIRS

KEERECT. SEE
YOU LircrER

BUT THAT
WAS THE
COUNTERFEIT
BILL YOU
GAVE HIM

HIS NAME IS SCRAPPLE Atsh::
HE'LL BE TRYING TO PASS A
COUNTERFEIT BILL. NEVER MINID
WHO I AM. JUST THINK OF ME
AS AN ENEMY OF CRIA,45

PRACTICAL NURSE with many
years experience wishes to stay
with convalescent in their home
References furnished. Phon(
753-5606.
PIANO TUNING. 1% weeks in
Murray. Phone Dave Winslow
753-5848.
A-8-C H
HELP WANTED
WANTED: Man with some electronics background or young
man wanting to train in this
field. Write P. 0. Box 32-Z and
give full resume. Work available in either Murray or Mayfield. Fringe benefits include,
paid vacations, group insurance
A-BC
and sick leave.
"SMILING -WOMAN" under 60,
$65.00 per week Two hours a
day, five days a week. For interview call 753-8970 between
1:00 and 5:00 p. m.
A-8-C
EVENING FREE??? No experience needed to eirti 23% commission demonstrating toys. No
investment.
Car
necessary
Write Toy Ladle.
Plan;
Johnstown, Pa.
A-7-P

1114 IS ON YAW-CAW-SHUN!! AH
WANTA BE ADORED LIKE
WHEINI A1-1 IS OW TOUR , GOUGI
OUT E"/ES. T I N"OFF.TH U M BS,AN'
JAMM I N'MAH FINGERS
UP NOSESif
DON'T

WHOEVIER N/o'IS-rverr AR IS A
SUPER-STAR H LEAVE ME e)E__
S MPLE M WAN McGOON
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•011 News; Wttu ; Sets News. Wulf ; Sports
30 Daniel Boone
Animal World
00 Denial Boone
The Prisoner
.3111 Ingleside
The Prisoner

Bronco
F ly ing Nun
That Girl
Bewitched
Masters of Pap
Misters of Poo
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rtrresents
Movie
Time for Americans
:3111
Movie
Time for American,
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_Ta, igh Show Mov:
Movie: ,
Munson Outdoors
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once.'
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Wall Street
Chatter
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space again, Diamond, Turk & of the 790-800 Dow area to
deterCo. said.
mine the soundness of that level.
!iances are it will be found vrantThe firm said the sudden reversal of the decline in the Dow- im. and solid support won't be
Jones industrial average last fund until the Dow has come
week was a welcome change for tu rest around the 750 level,
Investors, but it would be pre- the firm said.
mature to regard it as a definEfforts to cool the overheated
itive turn to the upside.
e onomy appear to be taking hold,
The new launching pad must a,corcling to
Paine, Webber,
be built after renewed probing Jackson & Curtis. The firm said

its survey of second quarter sales and earnings of 259 corporations showed 120 with slimmer
profit margins than In the similar 1968 period.

The firm said it could not reflecting a heavily OVeYSOldp06state the odds for and against ition, said E. F. Hutton & Co.
imposition of price and wage
controls, but it noted that "Johnson was against them and they FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
would violate everything that Nix- USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
Wage and price controls end on believes about free markets." BECAUSEIt •Mugiss soff and dissolves affected
up as wage controls because
akin. Exposes deepset infection to its
industry can maneuver its proThe bulls still have to prove killing action. Get quick-drying T-4-L,
a keratolytic, at any drug counter.
ducts in other ways to secure their case because the recent FAST
relief or your 59c back. NOW
•
a higher return, according to rally still has the characteristics
HOLLAND DRUG CO
Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc. of being one in a bear market

eimse.e

n

Unit.

FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Country Journal
Country
Junction
CBS News
Country
Junction
Junction; News-Wthr
Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
it Titian Two
Mike Douglas Show
Concentration
Mike Douglas Show
Personality
Andy of Mayberry
NollYwOod Squares Dick Van Dyke Show
iffcroardr
Love of Life; News
Eye G WKS
Search for Tomorrow
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:38
:OD
30
:00
:30

Barbara Moore Show
Barbara Moore Show
Bewitched
Funny You Should Ask

SE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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12

The Noon Show
:34 The Noon Show
:00 Days of Our Lives
:30 The Doctors

2
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11.
.00
•
Match Game: News Lassie
Dark Shadows
:3111 The Fiintstones
Linkletter Show: News McHaie's Navy

News; Singing Cons. Drown House
As Itut World Turns Let's Make
Many Solendorad
Newlywed Game
The Guiding Light
Dating Game
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Privates"
:00 Summer Afternoon Movie
lu Nuntiev-Brunkiey
CBS Evening News
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The Saint
Movie
The Saint
Movie
News, Win,.; SonMovie: News,
The Tonight Show Ray Anthony
1:111
.
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i The Paraguayan harp As an
z
-adaptation of the concert harp
but without pedals.
:SKIN ITCH
DON
'
T SCRA1CH IT!
IN 15 MINUTES,
pleased, your 48c back at IL n V
counter. ITCH-ME-NOT CPLIOta
g in minutes; kills gersns to
.
15 lisaling. Fin, for eczema. insect
.
rv
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etaend
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Dick Cavett Show
Dick Cavett Show
News. Wthr.i Sports
Movie:
m
lair and Sexy"
Movie
Mafia" Movie; Joey Bishop
Joey Bishop Show
Joey Bishop Show
Joey Bishop Mow
Whir.
Show
Show

Tit* m
ercials
Dux w
glasses

HOPES FOR RELEASE

WASHINGTON UPI - The state
Jepartment says it hopes its
Jecision to let the three war
prisoners released by North Vietnam return home without heavy
military control will encourage
HallOi to release other prisoners,
The prisoners are being allowed
to return by commercial airlines and were permitted to talk
wig) reporters. lianei previously
expressed displeasure when men
it released were taken home on
military aircraft.

BOYS 6 TO 18

591

-.1 .

IL

SASH
SKIRT
354

' POPLIN JACKET

Hodges Was
Catcher-Shortstop

Boy's No Press

!Ince 18811

NEW
YORK (UPI) Murray Marble
New York Mete manager Gil
Works1Hodges one of the National
IIIVILDERS OF FINE
/ARMORIALS
whit
.. ',unmoor
753-2512
111 Maple St.
porter

16" Skirt with printed tie
sash, 65% Dacron, 35%
Cotton, Back zip, Front
pleats and Belt loops. Sizes
5-13. Assorted colors from
which to choose.

JEANS
222

League's all-time star first basemen, first attracted scouts' attention as a catcher and some, times shortstop at St. Joseph's
College in 1943.
i

S DEIIINLIC ,Still

te

266

and Up

Lace, i UCKS, Ruffles
and
Cascades put these blouses
in the group. Long
Sleeve,
65% Dacron, 35%
Cottoft
65% Kodel, 35%
Cotton,
Sizes 32 - 38. White
Only.

510 W. Main - Murray, Ky.
SAVE BIG MONEY ON THESE "SIDEWALK SALE"
SPECIALS. . . FRIDAY & SAT., AUG. II th & fth
FAMOUS MAKE

SUMMER

Short Slaws Kat&

SPORT COATS
SPORT SHIRTS
1/2 PRICE
$3.98
ON. Hundred
Summer Slacks
SLACKS
$1.88
1.98/2PR. $3.50
Reg. $35.00

'
s
Pairs Men

100

Palr Fall Weight

Values to $12.95

Reg. $1215

'Summer,
75 Pairs Boys
Wash & Wear

SLACKS
Values to $12.95

$1

•1

Big

dresses,
and two-piece ploicts,
werven
blench',
cottons,
solids and
bonded acrylics in
many styles
Many,
plaids.
colors.
and

1

sCOO
J

Big Assorhnent All Sizes
Long
' & Short Sleeve
2

Sport Shirts
Nationally Known Brands
Reg. to
$488
Now

i

L

$250
for

Assortment

Boxer Shot
Nationally Known

Prices

$5.00

1

Big

J

ROOM-MATE

Last

$1.50 Valve

Lot

LOW PRICE!
lock
•aepeno.bie alarm ,
•compact size
•Easy to read chi'
.
• antique while

49c_

f

Nylon

Acres Of

Regular $11.00 Value

Free Parking
•

.

Valor

7223

-SCANT ,
BRIEFS .PAJAMAS
1

$299
Reg. $1.00 to

Brawls

to $5.00

While They
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(Sizes 7-14)

Lot
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A brillii
the roa
two Kin
line wa
fly by.

. 7

All Sizes Values to $9.95

$2
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Early tl
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holding
then st
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Fula.
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Walking Shorts

or 2
59 pairs $3.00

To feel
is one
experiei
dergo.

One

2 Pairs Only $350

..-

Mrs. .14
Parr, 1-1
guage
State
Spanish
year, 8
She is
uist, as
son.

el

Polyester.
50% Cotton, 50%Sanforized,
11 -oz. Vat Dyed
both regZip Fly, 5 Pockets in
6 to 16.
Sizes
ular and slims.
-school.
Great buy for bock -to

At
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Shoulde,
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Handles.
Double Top
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